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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
There is an increasing need in the pastoral area for an understanding
of the problems
Synod was

one

to shift

from

involved

in urbanization.

of the last church bodies
a rural

intensified by the

areas.

the church

goal

the members

There
upon

the

tion,

of the urban

reason

in reality viewing
Civilization

has

"The city," writes Louis Wirth,
which

the influences

contemporary

society

of modern
take

constituency.

This

from rural

the community

there

and has

church must understand

for studying urbanism
By analyzing

the problems
tended

to present

Vernon

Barats

the struc=-

of the entire

to begin

and center

contemporary
in cities.

"is the center from

civilized life radiate....the

their most acute

form

studies

problems ‘of

in the city.

of the city are all

19) 9

Imowledge

"The Urban Church

Bachelor of Divinity Thesis,

effects

of urbaniza=-

The problemas

*
recent.

on the urban

a fairly well-rounded view of the city,

Re Schreiber,

as its

and its

the problems

an urban sociologist,

is not a large body of systematic

In order

Hoes

sociological

adjust-

to urban’

of modern civilization are typically urban problems on2
Concrete

and

community

function of the church.

scene.

the

Church—Hissouri

a foreign language

migration

is dependent upon

is an additional

we are

social

gradual

of the comnunity,

ture and make-up

to retain

to an increasingly urban

ment has been
Since

The Lutheran

As yet

:

communi tye

we have

in a Transition

(Concordia Seminary,

Comunity,"

St. Louis,

e

2 ouis Wirth, "the Urban Society and Civilization," The Anerican

Journal of Sociology, XLV, (March 1940); pe Th36

:

as possible.

Since

city life

is dynamic,

ht am ret

attempted to utilize as many studies of universities and private agencies

ae

2

many of the findings must be

aa

viewed as tentative but as the best available to date.

cn

qhe interest in this paper will not be the causes for the rise of

how these influences in urban areas have affected the function of the~
church

in witnessing.

.

Ta using the term

"church

in this paper, we are not thinking pri-

narily of an organization with plants

and official programs.

will be used in its New Testament sense
whom God has

Christ.

called

to witness

Another

program.

to be in fellowship with Him

Its main

The term

of a gathering of people—people

The main task of the church is not seen,

tion of a welfare

God,

together

|

through Jesus

therefore,

task is the commission

as the promo=given it by

to the world in order to win individuals back to God.

facet of its purpose

is the

strengthening

of the people

already

in its fellowship.?
The problem will be divided into four parts.
we will view personal relationships

will analyze
the relationships

iged culture.

In the first section

in the cccupational

area.

The next

in the family as they are affected
by urban-

The third large area will survey personal relationships in

recreation and play. ‘The concluding section will look at the impersonal
relationships

in the urban

area.

JRichard Re Gigamren
SE chal in tna wend
Concordia Publishing Bouse; D9)

pp. I-11.

or

(St. tontenses
= :

aa

We will ask the question of

wate

be on the social relationships in the city.

eg

urbanism or 4 study of the social ecology of the city. ‘the euphasis will

3
scope

of the problem we will not deal with dis-

tinctly racial problems which exist in urban
indicated,

the paper will not consider problems

or social planning.
afield.

areas.

We will,

Though: vital,
however, consider

As we have saready

of urban growth,

these areas would

take. us ‘too

as many as possible

forces which affect the vork: of the church.

cology
far

:

of the social”
%

ER

of the large

ee

Because

| aesEe

' GHAPTER IT
URBANIZATION IN OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
he increasing concentration of population within the arbaniares and

its immediate orbit is caused by the industrial-comercial activities which
center there.
in earlier

Though the central cities themselves are not increasing as

decades,

the suburban

areas

adjacent

to them are expanding

rapidiy.!t

Our interest in this chapter will not be in the economic organization
itself,

but rather

in its

of the urban dwellers.
individual worker.
is carried

effects

the social

he has ‘become

An increased amount of retail business

far removed.
a laborer

Ho longer

on the market.

social relations

and interaction

of which

is the

in urban

areas

4s often centered

individual

worker

in

a crafteman;

ina super-organisation.?

Today not only manufactured
is also

contacts

The trend toward monopoly, for example, affects the

on by chain stores, ‘the control

a metropolis

labor

upon

commodities

are bought and sold, ‘bat human

mien: man no longer

tend to inpereonalise.

judged by the criteria of production

All

Se

as

an ‘individual,

ina money economy must be

and sale.

A premium is placed on

’ 4ntellect and skill, not on sentiment and fecling.©

W. Es Moore,

an

~ hyincent Heath Whitney, ‘mgural-Urban People,™ The American Journal

of Sociology, LIV, (duly nhs
5y
‘New

i.

Mt. - Kallen,

Republic,

Inces

Education;
.

T2)5

De

pe» 8.

3

the Machine ‘Rieheease:
and em
the eceeremeerei
Worker,

(New York:

The

6yoel P. Gist and L. A. Harbvert, Urban Society, (third Baitions New

York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1949).

industrial

sociologist,

writes:

:

The formal structure of industry,

and to a marked degree the demands

of the machine technology itself, assumes a high degree of impersonality, rational division of: labor,' ang incentives based upar wages
and an impersonal aver
of Soa
;
oe

Effects of Large Scale Machine Technology on the ae
Actual. studies of the effect of machine technology on the individual
worker are recent, having ‘come only after World War I.

In 1893 sir ¥il-

Liam Mather made one of the first experiments when he reduced the work.
week

in his

ence proved
production

firm from fifty-four

and

a decrease
arsenals

no general

in the

and dockyards

the

the Health of luni tions

gained by this

amount of lost

time.19

in England

first

great change

ooreaae in

Although sone, of

followed his

adoption on the part of private

World War I brought

1915

"Two years! experi-

that the change had brought about a considerable

the state-owned
there was

to forty-eight hours.

example,

industry.

in the United

Workers Committee was set up.

eee

in

‘The ‘benefits

group can be “shown from one case which Feceived wide pubreduced from twelve hours
“i

licity. The work day of a “group of women was
in 1915 to ten hours for the next two years.

A comparison of industrial

accidents showed accidents: in was "were two and one-half tines more

A

numerous than in the subsequent ten-hour day period.0

:

The emphasis

It is

-

on fatigue

of these early

4lustrated by the organtention

TWyivert Ee Moore,

experiments

was one-sided.

that was established in 1917, known

“Industrial setziog

Status and preepen eon

-8: ton Mayo, Human Problems of an Industrial Civilisation, (New Yorks

The Macmillan Co. 1933) PP.
PPs I=Ole! =.
Itbide,

De

36
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epeneranre

as The Industrial Fatigue Research Board.10 It made mmerous experiments
hoping to throw licht on industriel

through a study of biochemistry,

attenpt

to study as many variables

their monographs
of rest pauses,

do not discuss

Gradu=

the group realized that they must

at the same time

as possible. "How

fatigue directly, but rather the effects

posture, vision, lighting,

atmospheric conditions, and voca=

tional selections

i

Industrial investigations had to recognize aaae

from the beginning

sustained work.

In 192 Vernon and Wyatt recognized these factors in -

repetitive work.

"The objective conditions of modern industry," wrote

"show an increasing tendency to give rise to monotony.

This is.

i

Wyatt,

enh
a

al

that psychological as well as organic influences were, dnterfering: with

ee

ally,

fatigue and its localization.

Vast “Reeren:

6

due to the increased sub-division of labor and the auount of repetition...
the amount of monotony experienced
of

the operative

more on the attitude

tovard his vork.01

In published findings
characteristics

probably depends

five years later, Wyatt stresses

and tendencies"

in understanding. boredome.

"individual
Workers with —

superior intelligence become bored more easily, but their level of output

usually remains above the average.
tiated in later studies,

The amount of boredom,

the degree of mechanization.
work is

he found,

is relative; to

"It is less liable to occur when

(a) the:

entirely
¢
automatics..(b) when attention is entirely concentiated

on the taske..It is most marked
sro

His findings have been further substan

cas ee

1rnides
Tipid.s

PPe

Seve

1-276

Pe 30.

in semi=mautomatic processes which require

mice wares inc oat) aoE, ene

oe ue

ave at al WUE 20S

The

amount of boredom

tions of work.

wyatt summarizes his second conclusions

experienced bears

some relation to

‘the: condi

It is less liable to arise (a) when the form of

‘activity is.changed at suitable times within the spell of work, |
(b) when the operatives are paid according to output produced instead
of time worked, (c) whon*the work is conceived as a series of self=
contained tasks rather than as an indefinite and apparently interminable activity, (d) when the operatives are allowed to work in com-

pact social groups rather than as isolated units,

and-(e) aaeet

His

and others.

able rests are introduced:within the spell of work."n13

was

conclusions

asked,

have been confirmed

for example, to: study

by

Elton Kayo

the working

conditions

department of a textile mill near Philadelphia.

sultMayo

in the mile-spinning

“very year the mill had to

hire one hundred workers in order to keep forty working in that department.
They had a labor
wherein
tudes

the plant.

and personal
Morale

improved

During

Output records

immediately.

now earned

the factory

During

A few,

period,

were

the atti-

granted by the

which were kept indicated productive

Bonuses

which

and outside.

had

experimental

two or three rest periods

the experimental

however,

to five per cent else-

of the workers. were studied.

consistently by the men.

both within
workers.

a twelve-month

backgrounds

improved when

management.

over.

turnover of 250 per cent in contrast

had never before been
The social

period,

to leave

achieved were

inter—relations

As a result,

efficiency

improved

the factory held its

there was

actually no labor

because of other conditions,

percentage fell from 250 to a normal two per cent.

so

turn—

the

;

Absenteeism is always-a useful barometer in determining the workers!

12tpid.,
300.

Pe

336

Gite

9 “OD. cite, pe 43 ff.5 and Paul. Meadows, "Human Relations in
Industrial Civilisation," Technology Review, XLIX, (April 1947), pe 31 ff.
EMORIAL TIBRAR
PZLAFF MER
PRITZLAFF
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H@y

saver gue

absorption of uental activity."12

~

Siw,

7

baa

1D rinrnea
anal
attitudes.
5

During World Wer,a2 @ great deal. of research was done on this.

subject.

While

industries

the average rate of

the rate moun ved

ing the problem,

as. high

absenteeism was
as 15 or even

5.7 per

Gents: ‘in some

20 per cont. © in

Noland found the following eight attitudinal

closely associated with absentecion.

In the

study=

sreas nore

order of their Ssportance

i

‘+

ey. ares

1. Satisfaction with job.

ape:

2. Workers! opinion of the efficiency of managemerit.- =
3. Workers* opinion of, fie attitude of menateiae tet

hh. Home situations

2:3.)

5. Comfort at the job.

6. Life organization (morale).
7. Community situation.

Re

Sasa

Tied

8. Workers conception of. absenteeism.15
One

of the most significant experiments

made of industrial problems

was the five year study at the Hawthorne Plant of the Western Elettric
Company .16

In this

study a group of six operatives were

separated from

the rest of the asseubling staff, Careful records of their output were
kept as a guide
to the combined effect of all the conditions

the group.
Seseions

During the first.eleven phases of the experiment, various conwere

granted

Soe refreshments,
-

affecting

@ach week.

During

to the
stopping

workers:

piece-rate payment,

work a half-hour earlier,

the a

rest: periods,
giving ‘aiday

sncreesed steadily and.
2
‘morale

was unusually good.

ote

Then during the twelfth phase

of the experimental. hecisae

beneficial changes were stopped, with the girls

conditions.

ene

off

Gontrary to all

al these

returning to. the original

expectation, production did not £9Pr bt

E. Noland, "Worker Attitudes and Industrial Absenteciame A

Statistical Appraisal," American Sociological Review, (April 1k
l6yayo, Ops Civ
Cites

DD. -55=98..

pe 508.

9
the wealcly output rose to a still higher point.

The following conclusions

drawn, from the experiment are significant:
This

upward.

trod

has’ con=

oF

sof starting a special. study.
=(c) The reduction of muscular fatigue has not been: the primary
‘in increasing output.:. Cumulative fatigue is not: ‘present... es

factor

under

test-room

EE

(f£) There has been an important increase in contentment: mone: the
girls working

conditions.

(g) There has been a decrease in absences of about eighty per Catite
(v) Output is more directlyrelated to the type of working aay than
to the number of (working) days in the week.
EE

(y) .sstheir health is being maintained or improved.27
upward

trend demands

some

explanation.

:

‘Negatively we
a

Tnais unexpected

wh

in rest pauses.

eb e shits

of the changes

tinued too long to be ascribed to an initial stimulus from: ‘the SAS

Tetrdan:

There has been a continual upward trend in output which haa been

independent

2 ahrevenees
(iy

(b)

ae

that fatigue

expected.
changes

does

Even higher

not play: the important

pay did not offer

that resulted were

of confidence
sion was

due

and friendliness

necessary,

part that might be

a primary incentive.

to a changed mental
developed,

For the first

time

so

attitude.

The

:
great

A relation

that practically no supervi-

the individual

employee

realized

that the abstract "industry" was interested in her.
Further
industry

are

thorne.18
It was

insights
given

the conditions

confronting

in an interview program which was

At first

soon

into

the

attempt was

made

to keep

the worker in modern
inaugurated

the records

at Haw-

eeceyaye =

found, however, that many of the problems which arose. in

work situation

could

only be explained

in reference

to the personal

the
back—

ground of the individual.| ‘Although most of the literary critics of the
machine

viewers

age stress

the "deadening effects"

did not find this

17qpid.,

Pe

67

18inid., pps 99123

of automoton work, the’ inter=

to be the primary problem.

Most of the tensions

a

ean see

10
‘seemed
ance.

to center
Since

community

about the actual work

the worker

and his

and the management

group were

arose

in the personal

perform

not integrated, there was

of interest on the part of the group.

and discord

of its

As

a result,

not a

disagreenent

relationships.

:

.

Human collaboration in work...has always depended for its perpetuation upon the evolution of a non-logical. social code which regulates
the relations between persons and their attitudes to one another.
Insistence upon a merely economic logic of production—especially if
the logic is frequently changed-——interferes with the development of
such a code and consequently gives rise in the group to a sense of
human defeat.
This human defeat results in the formation of a social
code at a lower Lovel and in cress an to the economic ioe
One
of its symptoms is ‘restriction. '1

>, Tnenploynent
Another effect of industrial change which seriously affects the ottlook

and security of

frequent

the individual

geographical and vocational

worker

is unemploynent.2°

changes make uneaploynent

Although

censuses

rather unreliable, they do indionte the severity of this protien"!
ae

fold

first place,

the actual

since 1870.

increase

in the

Ployment,

this

nusiber

Even recently,
total labor foree

means

of employable people has

perity swells to fifteen million

In

Ancreased. four=

from 1920 to 19:6, there has been an.
of twelve million.© “In teres ‘of! unen=

that the. one million unemployed

in periods of saree

in periods. of pros

22

aa

~ Wypia., p. 120.
20; art: Alfred Queen: “grid gomnette: Rowe Gruener,. Social ‘Patholo =e
(Revised Editions New Yorks: “Thomas Y. Crowell. Company, I9l2), pe 5) Y.

Zice, william Henry

sire= oy

_ Yorks Harper and Brothers, 19he

22narcld A. Phelps,

"New Yorks Prentice-Hall,

Col teuporary

_

seit meters, 0(New - :

Social Problems, (third pathions

11
This wide fluctuation is important to the individual worker.
ately before

the outbreak of World War II,

Immedi-

the number of unemployed in the

United States was still high—10.7 out of a potential of 52.8 millions.

By

the close of the war this had dropped to 1.5 from a 53.0 million potential.
Phelps points out that this yecord of unemployment means that each worker

loses on the average about fourteen per cent of his total working time

about forty-two days each yesr. Subtracting seven days as the average
yearly loss because of illness, this leaves a remainder of thirty-five

tional time lost because of frictional unemployment caused by strikes,. etc.23
It is not our purpose
economic

point of view.

restricted
fishing,

Seasonal

to our present

farming

to discuss

the individual workers.

unemployment,

urbanized

and lumbering

the causes

culture.

for example,

is

from an
not

Even such occupations

have long periods

At the

of unemployment

as

of inactivity which

affect

same time this is also a problem in more

mechanized industries suchas mills, automotive manufacturing, canneries
and -textiles.
Of more
displacement.

|
special
Before

concern
1920

is unemployment resulting

there were instances

resulting from the introduction of machinery.
increased
steel,

at an unparalleled

there has

rate.

employed.

of temporary

unemployment

But since 1920 this has

In rubber manufacturing,

been a steady increase

ing number of workers

from technological

in production

glass

rates with

and

a decreas—

Similar conditions are present even in

work which usually is not considered manuel—for instance, in clerical
occupations.

23Tbides

De

59.

i cele

This does not include addi~
ileal

days as a minimm estimate of unemployment.

ee

12
The findings of the Philadelphia survey made during the early years
the ast

depression

are noteworthy:

Gauses of Unemployment2l:

.
ie

Inability

2.

SicknesS ccceccceceveccecccvecs

Work?

cvescesseseenweeeee

1520

~

3.

to find

Per Cent of

All Causes

(Irietee!

of

ABGccccccscccvvcccvsessccce
to WOrK

eececsoesses

svccccccccccccceccceses

Se

StrikeS ..scccccscesecescocccesscccccccscoess

6

Miscellaneous ecscecses

-Xithough

people

@ouccecccecccccocccac

in all. els

son of ‘the percentage
are most

affected

training

is a distinct

on relief

in an economia
economic

in finding employment.

4.3

of life
reveals

Z

| Le

i

a
“he

have been unemployed’ # pocmnars=

that

crisis.
asset,

ee

Onl

eQhhtTemcm@ntit

Old

Unvillingness

the unskilled

Since education

their lack

and: seni-siilied
or specialized

increases the aifriolty

In general unemployment affects more men than Women.

Unemployment figures as well as relief figures show about
one-half times as many men as women unemployed in 1930, at
when the gainful workers....included barely three times as
as women..eeThis disproportionate number of unemployed men

five a
a time
many men
was reduced

in the group totally unemployed in 1937 to a little more than two. and
a half men to every woman....1t is_ the male then who has borne
brunt of the pneebL oye. crisis.29
In a later chapter we are
urbanized

culture

the effects

Ployed

families,

At this

of wmemployment on the family.

certain

eight characteristics

identifying

traits

point,

at¢ the: effects
however,

we want

In a study of 2,8 unen-

became dominant.26

that distinguished these unemployed

coe mage-sertee: 15 eaah tently (265 oat

There were

families.

me

First,

eects

sit, Pe 65e
Labor Reviei; IK; p. 233. Quoted in Phelps, ep. itt
cad

aca
2quoen

to look specifically

has had on family unity.

to see

‘there was mruaLLy

going

the

and Gruener, Ope cites BPs 363-6.

26mne 248 cases were sumarized from records of the Providence Family
Welfare

Society.

Records

of.other

families

1,47) families with over 1000. persons.

Ope

Cites

pe 71

£f.

studied brought. the

total to

For a description see Phelpey,

ee

36
ks

workers

in the 218 tenties)

persons

per

This

there were approxinataly’ five

is not ‘unusually

high

for dependent faxtlies,

children averaged -3.2. Four ely
range ‘from $10 to $h0.-

youngs

the number

of dependent

the mean weekly: income was $22 (ith a

This As ‘emplained by the large cab

and. factory workers.) Significant, also is the fact ‘that: ‘tho. ‘workers were
employed

in casual, unstable: and overcronded occupations.
73 per cent: of the men

ad

‘Using

the

census

89 per cent of the. vomen were
a

classification,

dain a7)

children. were ae
«

a ene

Thirdlys the

i

they’ ‘Lived.

fanily in the ‘community. in which

a ataatnientae la

but did exceed by one person. the average

The families
and within

citles.

unemployment.
welfare
ideal

also

shomed

2,

2%

a. high

rate of mobility, both between cities

This. nay be partly explained

agencies -are disturbed

family situation.

reserve

ment.@?

by the factor

over its

A- seventh

frequency.

of seasonal

It does not promote

gheractecistis

is

that the PED

for females.

those under forty: are aaa

given

an
mean

Because of ‘the large

the Preference

for employ=

And finally, in analyzing nationality, it was found that” “60 per

cent were native born and ho: ‘per ‘cent foreign born.
that aitferences in nativity” are

Pru

ES

Although this. factor cannot be entirely explained,. femily

age was lj, years for males: and to years
Labor

seks

a

unskilled workerse

This merely means.

of little value in desoribing ‘unemloyment.

AB depression affects the ‘Andividaal somewhat as it.does families.
faldy

of Urs. Cavan and! ties “Ranck28 shows the influence «
person.

Their social

unemployment

contac

ow

A

ee ee gemge

sheet, i,Biseestsg SMU 8s owed ALO so SEe

ae” to Og! Bae SE

eee

family.

Secondly,

* Zyouts Stark, "Old at erty" 8. payook: CLIIIy pe 3. Quoted Phelps,
Op. Cltes

Pe

28puth

Se’

>

i

s. Gavan and Katherine H. Ranck,

(chicago. Ti1.: The

ren

2

of Chicago ‘Press;

age

ot a

aon

nnn

; fewer.

Among the pha taco

Because

ws

oR ol

et

@ sense of inferiority sects

of embarrassment over

clothes,

the youngsters

to be intensified.
asic to

stay. hone

from school and Sunday School: - Many attempt to make an adjustment

this period by leaving hone.
Mise Cavan

ee

and Miss Ranck

emphasize

bebidvibr: of adolescents in e‘Period
the

situation.

habits and

They are partially

attitudes

127

Thus

in this

of crisis

stady

can be

e

ae

that not all the
attributed ‘aolely to

athe “result of preceding

boys who became

during

transients

personal,

were already

unhappy at home.

The unhappiness or actual breakdown of marriages in

most

on other

cases

rested

earlier

maladjustnents.

"Nevertheless,

omy ar,

the young people reacted, it seems true that unemployment or very Low wages
created a period of dissatisfaction,

restlessness or resentnent.30

The Baltimore Family Welfare Association summarizes the effects from
the viewpoint

o

of both

personal

and

familial

security:

1.
Unsteady employment attecks the worker's efficiency in so many
ways that probably no one could enumerate.then all.
It undermines
his physique, deadens hie mind, weakens his ambition, destroys his
capacity for continuous, sustained endeavor; induces a liking for
idleness and self-indulgence; saps self-respect and the sense of
responsibility; impairs technical skills weakens nerve and will
powers creates a tendency to blame others for his failuress saps
his courage; prevents thrift and hope of family advancements destroys
a workman's feeling that he is talking good care of his family; sends

him to work worried and underfeds plunges him in debt.
2.

Unemployment

is an undermining

and destructive

influence

in the

family woich it attacks. It diminishes the worker's efficiency and
lowers the worale of himself and his family in so many ways that no
one can enumerate but.a fetvesesLoss of confidence, misunderstanding
and bitterness

coming

rides De 177.

SR

L libdees

UW

rpide,

De

178.

in a tine

of worry,

fatigue,

and discouragement

er

+4)

15
: are very apt to result: in domestic difficulty which may eu

complete disintegration: of the home.31
oeeupational

technology,

an occupation.

there is no noticeable

-of. phy-

Unlike unemployment resulting

trend in occupational. accidents

either up or down.

At the present

fatal. Andus trial aceldents

time there are between 16,000 ‘and. 20,000

each years

When minor injuries’ are’ ‘Ancluded,

the estinate is over three mitiion every year.22
sible to estimate

the additional

in the

sitaations:

industrial

But

It is:prectisally impos~

number of diseases which

have ‘their origin

it is acknowledged that, constant exposure

to new poisons and unwholesome working conditions contribute toa shorter
life span.
Le

z

I. Dublin

gives

:

some noteworthy

é

observations on

the life expectancy

and mortality of the industrial classes in contrast to the non-industrial73
Pneumonia

rates,

for example,

Even more

striking

is

the fact

are

twice

as high among the industrial

ate deaths

from

class.

tuberculosis are nearly

ie four times as high among the: ‘Industriel group. Industrial exposure also
increases the death rates fron ‘degenerative diseases

:

(cerebral. henorvhage,

nephritis, organic diseases of the heart) disproportionately.

the over

es all death rate is roughly double that of non-haserdous oocupattal 2
finally,
years

- And

the life expectancy ‘of an industrial worker is seven to: teh

less

than

that of other workers.

31ge1timore Council of Social. Agencies, Annual Report, 1927, Pp. 8.
s2astimate of the National Safety Council, Chicago, Ill.
33pouis Israel Dublin and Alfred J. Lotka,

of Life,a Study

of the Life Table, (New York: The Ronald Press ee

cinimmaishinmn niet

fuer

from

e

Hazards

. me last source of social: insecurity we will anstyie ‘is tha
sical ‘{Lnese resulting from

tn the

iyeeananasaia|
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Analysis
What force is

this

that fumbling man has put in motion? Its pulsa-

tions he controls;

its ‘consequences so far have controlled him, and

modern life has been so involved

in a mechanical

spiral

cannot say for sure whether it is that we produce for

consumption
Observers

or consume

for

of modern Life

the sake

that-we

the sake os

_

=

of production..

ask repeatedly where

the present, spiral. of

machine culture will end.3>. The machine started as essentially a laborsaving

device.

The primary

been economic.
entiated

Whereas

culture,

the simple

life.

of the machines
the

existence has ‘alms

tool permitted the rise of a differ
of customs

and tradi tion—permita

At first only production processes were

the worker

forced

into every phase of

to submit to the stereotyped movement

soon as a consumer he had to buy standardized goods.
eventual

effects

cannot be determined.
however,

for its

but soon this standardization extended

Not only was

What

et

the machine-<heedless

but one patterned result.
standardized,

eee

is certain.

of this

process

That man is being affected bodily and spiritually,
Now that we have seen specifically some of the

results of modern industrialization,

let us evaluate this material

the viewpoint of the

function of the church.

now

exposed

that he has been

will be upon man still

te this

process

Wherein

is serious.

‘Wilbur E. Moore,

is man different

of standardization. peecieine

from the adjustment of his being to the movements
The problem

from

of a machine?

an industrial

~

sociologist,

states, "It is by no means sure that it is possible to combine the

Sigaret Garret, Oroboras, or The Mechanical. Extension of Mankind,

Pe 18. Quoted in mae
Study of Urban Commmities,

an Introduction to the
‘on, Urban Sociology:
(New Yorks X- A. Knopf Co.,
1928).

Brenis Mumford, The Culture of Cities, (New York: Harcourt, Brace
and

Coes 1938), passin.

a

e

ait
Seite

SLT

productive efficiency of the industriel machine with stable personally
satisfying social relationships "36

We must be aware that a functional

change has come about in the external conditions of ments 1ives’in this

environment.
“Ta

“ie

the

first place,

resopiitien

aE

madera

technical. production

to the individual Personality.

industrial

revolution.

in England, the

From

euployer

dom left to

has been

Job.

to even be on ‘his ET Operr without his
the worker vas merely

Unless he wanted to

ects

"from

fact is

sunrise

been decreased.
materially

granted: absolute

Legally ‘the ‘workers
pemiseion.

granted that actual
otit

improved.

on. ‘production—yith

a

condi tions have. txproved.

prevalent

So also senitary

“The ‘free-

he had to submit to similar conditions
é

to sunset"

of ‘the

that of stopping work ‘at- a particular

at another place.
~The

not ‘give au

the earliest: deys

control over his workers and ‘the working conditions.
had no right

does

in the nineteenth

Re

‘The hours

century

have

conditions and safety factors have

But the. ‘underlying

:

consideration of primary ¢emphasis

the workers ¢ considered as

Whandstshas

cont

eds

_ The

ae individual worker is completely’ asubordinated to the machitie ‘and the sipater
mee “system. of which he is a parts
This

division of labor mith

its

389~.

following of certaina

tains

c

4

become less

of a man

and lose his power of initiative

and sense

of responsibility."3?
A corollary
objective
primary

to this

in accepting

proposition

a job.

thought of either

munity.

The worker

enjoyment

The primary concern

certain

standard

A striking
industry.
the moral

is that wages

in

does

are

the fundanental

not accept a job with the -

the work or the service

to the com

is to achieve wages which will permit a

of living.
of this

fact is found

in the worker in a war

In a period of peace

particularly,

his

issue

example

involved

in

the mamfacture

concern

is not about

of implements which will mean

the death of thousands of other humans.

He is not concerned about the

use of the product he is manufacturing.

He is working

cern

is primarily

the number of hours

he works.

for wages;

it lies

his

con-

beyond the scope

of our immediate interest to note the intimate relation between the
machine. and war.38
A

third

effect of machine

aisenselof eacurlty
agrarian

society

the forces
lord.

At

culture

is that it deprives

the worker of

iat Ssngranted tthatithetesd/avalivean living in an

did not have

of nature

for his

the present

time

extent by the phenomenon

a sense
crops

and

of security.

He was

the protection

dependent

of the local

insecurity has been increased

of unemployment and occupational

feudal

to a still
hazards

upon

greater

and ~

diseases.

373. He Oldham, "Technics and Civilisation," Man's Disorder and codts
Desi

(The Amsterdam Assembly Series;
9

IIs

Peo

New York:

Harper and Srothers,

Be

38nni2 pronner, Christianity

and Civilisation, (New York: Charles

Scribner's Sons, 1997; Part ily De9 ite

ie at

he will

ar 2 ayer: eee

18

or TIANA
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fhe church, by being sensitive to this tragic sense of insecurity
felt by workers, can interpret this in its deeper theological significance.

Christianity can offer the’ Release from amdetys

tha indivianal man

already recognizes the complexity of giant cities and the callousness of
industry.

He has seen Gaus and

interpreted

its meaning.

effect,

Therein lies

though perhaps he has not as yet
the starting point of the church.

"Technical dévelopment has created new conditions of geeociavion and

cooperation in work."

In her article, "Personal Relations in a Technical

Society, "37 Kathleen Bliss stresses
be shared by both men and women.

the increasing range of work that can

Particularly in the lighter industries,

in clerical work and in laboratories women are able to share work with
men,

The church must further

help

its people

to interpret

their

jobs

in

terms of service to people... they are to see their occupations as chamels
Yayo's

experiments

at Western Electric

of the human drive for association.
tinct ethnic

e
demonstrated

the ‘iagortence

Although the workers were from dis-

and regional backgrounds,

the base of group allegiance

cleavage was directly related to the work situation.

and

In his study of -

absenteeism he found a direct correlation between the existence of work
>: groups

and teams. and employee satisfaction.
Je He Oldham emphasizes

this sharing of joint undertakings in modern

industry:
Technical

production

another and assigns
oor

oe

Places ten in relations

of dependence

them a share in a joint undertaking.

in which men. ‘ean develop powerful. loyalties

on one

It creates

to. the common

| 9xathleen Bliss, "Personal, Relations in a Technical Society," (The
Anusterdam Series3 op. cit.
Cite)»

Pe 83 ff.

ge

through which they can show love to others.

nee *

ee
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al

20
enterprise:and

find opportunities

of wo

sacrificing themselves for the common good.0
The final observation. is. that
of a felt connection between
Brunner

calls

on behind the industriel

task

if necessary,

the church encounters

it as an institution

the church to

and,

of

a Ulook. because

and the

statas

quo.

for not warning sookety what Was’ going

revolution.

The church should have fought the

spirit of rationalism and sectilariaation Which accompanied this movement.

"he church," he writes, "might have been expected to protect men from
enslavement
that

and from becoming

in such

preaching

which upset all

of the Gospel became

This

is particularly

in the union.
put his

conditions,

ontoma tone

Since

the order

trust increasingly

since

of creation,

the

of the average working

rise of the labor unions,

in his union.

social and economic betterment.

to have seen

almost iUusory wt

the case on the level

the strong

as an institution because

fhe church ought

He is

Such workers

he has

interested

come

in immediate

are critical of the

the nineteenth

century

to

church

the advice has been

to submit to the employer.42 ‘They may recognize the ability of the church
to make ethical EP aweneme

ft the practiod

- Wey,

Tel
h2ce,

He

ear but they fail to see its eignificance

situation.
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CHAPTER III

EFFECTS OF URBANIZATION
Change

ON FAMILIAL RELATIONSHIPS

aoe

ca

in Functions

The urban way of life. has produced changes in all of the character

istic functions of the family. The family has historically been the center
not only of child bearing and the giving of affection, but also the basic
economics

protective,

religious, recreational and educational institution.

nthe Report of the President's

Research Committee"

(Recent Social.

frends in the United States, Chapter XITT)L3 demonstrated how the tradi
tional. functions

increased.

of the

family. decreased

as activities

outside

the home

In a general way we will use. Professor Ogburn's outline,

attempting, however,

to bring the material up to date.

For recent material

on the family we would suggest The Family by Professor Ernest W. Burgess
and Harvey L. Locke.

though a little more out of date, Emest Youter's

Fanily DisorganizationiS is profitable.
ef. particularly Chapters

(For material

on the urban fanily

35 e) “The Social Life of a Kodern Communi ty by

Warner and Lunti6 is @ thorough pre-war study, but-it is highly statistical.
li3neport of the President's Research Committee on Social Trends,’=

Recent Social Trends in the United States,
HeGravw-Hill

Book

Coes

inGes Idd)

Whemnest Weie Bur gess
bo

Companionship,

and Harvey Le Locke,
kes

(Chicago,

Tll.:

1Seenest Russell. Mowrery
h6ps17 4am

ae

The ee

American Book Gow;

Fron Institution
e

=

ote Disorganizations An Introduction to a

Sociological Analysis, (Chicago,
Commmity,

(New York: Whittlesey House,

oe

of Chicago Press, 1927).
University
= Thee University

Lloyd Warner and Paul S. Lunt,

The Social Life of a Modern

(New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, I9nl).

=
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The entire Nay 198 issue of the American Journal of Sociology is devoted
to ‘the study of the fenily 7
_

It is hardly necessary it

place

in the economic

hold

state

activities

that tremendous

of the family.

economic

activities

have been

more families

are buying

goods from bakeries

canned fruits and
cleanings

vegetables.

leundering

transferred

This transfer

changes

have: taken

Many of. the najor house=
to outside

agencies.

Thus

as well ag more counercially
has

also

taken place with the

and sewing.

As the household tasks decreased in mmber, the women tended to work
more outside the home.
million

In 19h0, there were approximately four: and. -one-half

married women working “an the United States.

is that this was
decade.

This

an dnorease

meant,

was working.

What is

significant

of almost fifty per cent: over the:previous

in other: ‘words,

that about one in seven ‘married

omen

About one in’ three of those women employed was married

©

will observe other effects: of ‘this decrease in economic: ‘functions: later in
the chapter.

The protective funotia
extends
aged,

not only

Nof-4 the family has also decreased.

to police: ae “pire protection but also

accident and employment

‘ state

health protection.

- in cities
families

of 30,000

"The

insurance,
budgets

and over have

since 1903-248

Life

federal

insurance

about

records

health and sanitation
twice as fast as. urban

serve as a valuable

Nl porticularly valuable to the pastor is The Christian Fan

edited by Walter F. Wolbrecht, Fifth Yearbook,

Modern World,

or the

social security,’ ‘piss

for public

increased

to care:

This

index

in the

eran Edau—

cationB Tssgoistion River Forest, Tiley (St- Louies Concordia Publiabing
House,

19.

e

Bpeport of the Presidént's ‘Research Committee, op. cits; ee 672.

23

to this transfer of protection
to outside activities. From 1880 to 19h
"life insurance in force increased from one and one-half to one hundred

twenty-five and one-half billion dollars. ald
The educational
fessional.
months

function of the fanily has been surrendered ‘to pro~

teachers.

during

During

colonial

the year attending

nine or ten months.
Particularly

:

times

school.

the child spent
Now

this

was

from

in the last decade,

to

the

former view that

train

nursery

schools

the very young

one

seven million

to

child.

young people

and even pre-nursery

This: was a radical depar-

of the major functions
ithe

greatest

at the other end of the educational. ladder,
over

has been increased

The child also begins his outside education earlier.

schools have increased in nuniber very rapidly.
ture

at most three

were

of the. fenily’

growth, however

has. been

in the high ponoors

enrolled

in high ‘schools.

In 190
| ae :

Recreations which once centered in the home, is also being tnereasingly shifted to the outside. . ‘The actual forms of reoreation have also
changed considerably.
2 And

finally,

tently.

major

There

For a more detailed description see ‘chapter

changes

have occurred in the religious

is a downward

trend

in family

study. made in connection with’ ‘Recent
§ it was

found

that

eighty-five per

ae with ‘their families in rural. areas,
_ areass:: . Family

prayers,

tos, have

“cant difference between city

‘Burgess and

Locke,

attendance

Ve

function of the
at church,

In the

Social Trends in the United. “states0

cent of the children attended

ehurch

compared to forty par gent dnt arben
declined.

In this there was

no signifi-

‘and farm populations only one in ei, tht white,

atte,

De ‘505.

°

“50,Oneport of the President's Research Come tony Op. atte, Pe.

rey
native-born children of junior high school age participated in fenily
‘Prayers.

The same is taus of family Bible reading.

per cent of the rural fenilies
of

the urban Tomi

Led Ade

fanily have been

still

‘In

While ‘trenty—tno

read the Bible,

general,

then,

only ten

per cent

the former functions

ost altogetior or have been

rainy

cE the

changed.

trend reward Companionship Marriage
. With

the decline

an increased
ality

emphasis

functions

giving

of 50.
is

any. of the

This

thesis

of affection,

and

of Burgess,

for

about the family is that the nodera
terms

a “companionshio" form of

a novement

away from the

in

the mtual

in which

adjustment o‘or the

-

=

example,

in all

"noth tutional

heads

This means

family,

Now

*

of nis writings :

family is progressing ‘toward

organization,

" by the father being the absolute
arrangement

of the fmuy,

is expressed particularly intthe:

_ various parts of the family to one another.
The basic

functions

given ‘to those which remain—nenely,. t

of the family.

and receiving

former

hat he

that there

is

which was characterised

there is @ more "democratic"

the husband. and wife ‘are equals.

Usually the child,

too, is permitted to assist in making decisions which affect the entire
_\ familys

The basis

craig

adjustment.

“Thus

; ‘marriage,

of this,

pe

of emerging marr laee 2is romance. and per=

‘ oe

2

when Burgess and: cotter

they set up marital

:
began

adjustment”

their

study of success in

as the criterions

Their

_estions, dealt with agreenent, common interests and cctivities, e

Se
ee

=

:

in

Predicting Success¢ or. Failure,
Ble we Burgess and Les. Cottrell,
neziage

(New Yorks Pgntige

fall, Inces

535)

oe
One

oe
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demonstration of affection, dissatisfaction ‘and feclings of unhappiness.
Lewis Termand2 also used "mard tal happiness" as the criterion in his study,
euploying many
What are

of the questions
the necessary

chip warriage?

used by Burgess

prerequisites

Katherine Davies

and-Cottrell.

to happiness

in pct

a ‘companion-

in an early study atnoovered itappter

not seperated or divorced, (ey. ‘Sex eduaation “learned ieee mother 9or from
books,

(d) education Barcel ‘the high school level,

“ three to four times a month,
Gighteenth year,
The

(£)» attendance

(e) attendance

at. ‘chureh

at Sunday School “beyond thie”

and (g) being: ‘roared in a rural commun ty 74. ;

following

characteristics

have been

given

:

of the modern ‘catty

(1) Freedom of choice of a mate ‘on the basis of romance, companion=
ship, soa ae aaetageand common interests; (2) independence-from their

parents after marriages. (3). the assumption of equality of ‘husband and
wife;

(l)

decisions

reached by discussion between husband

and wife

in

which children participate. increasingly with advancing ages and (5)
the maximm of ee for its members,
oz fanily objectives.2?
Although
and urban

sho...

areas,

of the average

the decline has

S@henis me Terman, peyebois
‘York:

-> +

the sige

|

xeon

KeGraw-Hill

Book Coes

Inc
NGes

consistent with

family has decreased

been much

greater

the peck toring

in both rural

in the urban-areas..

al Factors in Marital Happiness, (New
8).

53xatherine B. Davis, Factors in the Sex Life ofSah)
‘Twen
Ee
undred
Quoted in Burgess and led

2Op.CitesPe HOO.

Sh Clarence We Schroeder; Divorce
xs
ina griy. of
of 200,000 Post

ie usted in Burgess
Srna,

ppe

and Locks s: gps. ott. «3 De

21-22.
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The following chart summarizes the relative decline:
Average Size of the Family in the United States

“Year

Urban.

-. “‘Igho

361

>

1930

397

2.

1910

1920

4.2

*

re

©

Rural.

Rurel-Farn

son

h.25

4.29

4.57

“3.78
.

—.

4.5

—-Rural-Nonfarm

om

399

ee

ye

—

=

(*pata not available.)56
Disorganization of Families
It is inevitable

that a certain

:

amount of disorganization will result

from this shift in both the structure and function of the family.
trialization
between
rural

the

has

destroyed

employer

and European

the former

and the worker's

family into

sentimental
family.

the soulless

The

Indus-

and abcmath relationship
transplanting of the

city mst also

be taken into

account in order to reach a complete understandings Wirth speaks. of the

27
: 2,200,000

families wereatsmupted

at any one

-have roughly trice as many: broken
4 true for

two reasons.

time

in the county:

homes as have rural areas.

In the first Place,

many who

Cities

This is

are widowed: or

divorded in the country move to te city. .Secondly, the’ actual nmber! of
aivorcee
and

granted

Zinmerman

the divorce
and that

in matropal atari areas

came

is considerably Larger.

‘Sorokin

to the Gonclusion "that in practically all countries

rate has been higher in the urban than in. the rarel population

the agricul tural class

has

rates

for divorce posathly’ Lover

any of the large urban ocoupationel classes."59

3

than

ug

The graph below shows the divorce trend in the United stateni?
Divorces per 100 Marriages in- the United States

2e@

1tte

s :

Ta00

: 10 2

59pstarim Sorokin and G:.C,

Sociology, (Hew Yorks Henry
pings
geley. Davis

Protons,

14Re

188

a 1940

eka

eeaeeg

oa

Zimmerman, Principles of Rural-trban =
Ee and

G5:

.

9

De

nghiidren of Divorced Parents," Law: and. conteprasy

(19bh), Pe ma. soured in Burgess and Locke,0)SB Site. Pe

ot
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:

In this graph tm facts berome evident. First of all, there is
: decided upward
increase

trend.

‘The- ‘divorce

every year since the

From 1900

rate has

Givil War,

averaged a three per. cent

a total

of six hundred. per cent.

to 1910 the population increased 73 per cent; marriages.

increased 128 per cents and divorces 37h per cent....There are

glove to four million-divorced
eno e number of inhabitants

persons in the United States, MOTCs.«
in our land during Revol
2

:tines.

a

RE

“Secondly, we note fron this graph that divorces ‘tend. to: decrease in
sae

of depression

following a war,
recent years

and war’. and

increase

It is noteworthy

in the percentage

involved.

in periods of prosperity and

that there has been little change in

of divorces

in which there are :children

eee

‘From 1887 to 1931 the

ek

ne

z

engus report.on marriage fared divorce''s

that in only two-fifths of the. cases are children involved. .
nations are possible. Perhaps. ‘the presence of children makes the’ parents
unwilling
Givorces
third

to seek
in which

factor——that

divorce. : Possibly
children will

the courts

be involved.

those parents

who

have

are less willing to

grant

Or it could point. to a: ss

children seek

to demonstrate

that they are ready to accept the full responsibility of married ite.62
Although
definite
- and

:

correlation

economic

rates.

it is difficult
of divoree

production.

This means

There

to establish

absolute causation, there. is

with urbanization,
is a negative

cnployment

of women,

correlation with the

birth

that divorce is more frequent when large numbers of

women are employed outside the home. There are fewer divorces
in times

- Glgaset a. Werner, oseoulariem and the Home," ‘edited a by Jqe Rs t epdhiay
op

thts,
eit

Ee

Re

275.6

ates and

:

et

2 ae

i

opeSoles

a
Be 558

ff.

oe

ae i

; ae

a
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as

Be of depression while the rate increases

in periods of protpechtys. |

times’ and places of o high rate of birth, the divorce rate is 10n.63
In summary,

the following, factors

divorce rate in the United States.
comparison

with

‘underlying
: the Irash

situation.
Free State,

‘be granted.

Brvordes yet this hardly. answers

ly

for sxanple,

to: the: inereased

the United States ranks first: "among:

" stages of

It may.

to contribute

(1) Liberal. divorce Jegisiation—in

the other nations,

‘the three highest in perc

seem

become
has

a case of Logomachy.

ae

‘Since

no divorce Taney: no. aivontes can

(2) The attitude of: the church is important:

In’

Gatholic countries have a lower divorce rate than the predominantly
Protestant

is thought

the Sppoel tion

to be responsible

of the Church of England

for

the lower

to

divorce rate ‘in an
de 7)

divorce

countrics Oh

people

areas

have lower

m8 attitude

is against divorce.

legislation.
1900

rates.

seems

occur

Of women.

These differences

to be mobility.

A more compLete

the

The modern world has

aoe

of this Beane will

oe Ae Queen,

‘at a asrpstisetions

of the family is thennex status

it possible

for

ne. entrance, of

of the equality of sexes nenely,

We Be Bodenhafer and Es

(New zor 2a

Be Harper, Social

Y. Crowell Co.;"!

:

see the encyc’ ical. see Pius xty Gasti com

A Guess and Grumer,

:

; manopellised by men. World Ver L gare:
stens

in our culture,

discussion

pe

in viswing the disorganization

‘

:

such

then in the mores affect

ths chapter. ais

momen into industries foruer

63

theuselves in

(lh) The most important factor in the United States: since

later in
Basic

of the people

aie

(3) Rural areas in which there is greater cultural homogeneity of the,

OPe Cites PPo 551~3-

0 rganiabion

.

has:

appt

——

30

ae

“the right to vote, wear short skirte, end smoke and drisi tn yublio.
a

result

the position

of women eS

become marginal.

industry and business weloonie women,

yet most men

‘on

As

the one hand,

disapprove

of a con=

tinued career after marriages
Especially
was

during World War II were women granted more omality 2as

seen in! ithe formation

of auxiliary corps in the aray and

millions

who worked

in their

numbers in industry following the war,

h above. the

pre-war

in war ‘production.

level.

Though

there was
yet

navy and the

a siseable: decrease

the figures rremained

This economic independence haa, enhanced their

feelings of security or even: ‘Andependense in the family. Hany ‘édireionlt
adjustments had to be made: Bee!jause

the wife was not willing

to relinquish

the management position she ‘held
fi
while her husband was | serving with

the

armed: forces.

Influence of Birth Control
Modern birth control nethiods

;

have drastically affected: th fmt.

ray

In 1938 Fortune made a study” of. Gontradaption which yielded reliable

ta.

2

At thet time they gatinated the business of mamafac turing and

a

birth control’

devices at $125)000,000 a year. There were

j “wore than four hundred actnal. aamateetarere and over ‘thrée bnndied thousand

Spotl -outlets. Fifty-seven thousand of these were drug stores
. ‘sccoptance

of birth control: methods,

however,

open

is still far fron complete,

It was only in 1937 that the american Medical Association officially
_., Yecognised birth control.
‘omizetta

Ua

ae

\

Tt oti

is tilegal in: Connecticut

for even aaootor. to give birth. control advice

end wessb-

to women

even =

Gagne accident of BiEUDE Fortune, XVII, (February. Ms 1938),

aS PP: Ee tr

108
108-1)...

-

9

ae

.

“where health requires it. “this is because of the opposition of -

Catholic Church.
lore

Roman

a :

important

is the way, women

themselves

view birth conta.

When

Forume sampled the country’ “in 1936 and asked women whether ‘they believed
in birth control, 63 per cent answered yes, 23 per cent answered no, faa

Uy per cent had no opinion.

When they conducted a similar study in 193

émong women between

of twenty and thirty-five,

the ages

the results were

as follows:
*Do you believe that knowledge about birth control
not be made available to all married women?

Should be
available.

Should

Don't

i

eoeoucecese

not

be.

should or + should

, All

College

Grammar

Catholic

jwomen
ae

Women

School Only

Women

1

84.9

92

aecee

10.0

knoWecescsccce

-S.1

;

6

10.2

9

18.2

2.5

z

69.0

y 2h aly’ =

11.6

at

6.6

r

(If "Should" above) Do you. believe that knowledge about birth con-

|

trol should or should:not-be kept away from unmarried women?
a

not.

“Dontt INOWs

College
Women

es

|

Should be

pe te “pMLthheldecceces
¥ “Should

All.
Women...
eece

23

bececcces

3

:

15.5

%

78.5

seoscece

Te. is clear

Grammar

. Gatholic

6.0

that ov

s ‘married women: pies ‘the tao tables;

it willbe ae

59 per cent of all the:women (69:8 per cent of Bh59- per ce

3

“believe

=

that

ed

enor

pau

be kept an: oe

‘ancsiof

Sok

) 3
done for a new automobile. ie religious controls have weakened in modern
society, a decided secularization of human needs has taken place..

Influence of Mobility
Mobility

zation.67

is the chief factor in the explanation

of family disorgani~

py mobility is not meant the routine and regular eareant of a

family but a maximum of change,

both

geographically

and culturally.

It

is the antithesis of the ancestral home in which several generations live
under

the same roof. Mobility usually

tends

to emphasize

the individusl

within the family rather than the family as a unit.
First of all,

Donald Cowgill

residential ‘mobility is high in the United States.

found that thirty-two per cent of the population ‘of St.

Louis moved once during the average year.68
the same for Chicago,

Mowrer found spare tiaately

about thirty-five per cent.59

symptomatic of something deeper in our culture.
hold on a family which is transient.

Here mobility becomes

The commnity has less

Since the individual menbers of the

family will adjust at different rates to the new community,

there occurs

a disruption of the unity of the family.

Mobility destroys the communication between the members of a family,

which is so vital for common action.

67purgess

and Locke, ope Cites

8ponald 0. Cow

(St. Louiss Sete
Locke,

Ope

Gltes

"fhe ambitions and ideals of the

Deo 550 rr.

Residential Mobility

te ee rey ie

of an Urban

taste s qlee Bases a

De: 530.

pmect Hower, Fenily Disorganisation, PP. 268-9.

;

ee

;

33

se

individual members of the family become differentiated......"70 this is
what Mowrer
in

terms

the immigrant

"family disorganization."
family coming

This

to urban America.

can be seen,

for

example,

One of the classic

studies in this field is The Polish Peasant in Europe and America by
Thomas

and Znanieclci.
‘1

They. show first how the immigration

of one menber

of the. family slovly breaks. the ties of the family as he adjusts to his

“ew environment.

As his individualistic desixes increases nis: as

dependence upon his family’ and his support of them decreases. Sec
where
bers

the

entire

fanily iumi.grates,

are modified

traits

at an unequal

of the new culture more

the

rate.
rapidly

traditional

attitudes of its men

The children usually: soquire
than

their parents.

tie

qhis: again

causes strife and division.
This

applies

to a large

a:
extent to a rural

family noving

to an so

area or a family moving to a better residential area.

Often it is diffi-

eult

their talents

for the members

of the family

had been

recognized

mobility

to family disorganiation

to find outlets

in the old commnity.

for

The cycle continues

to personal

demoralisation.

then,

which
from

Antici-

pating many later statistical studies, Sorokin wrote:
In cities mobility is greater than in the country.
In cities suicide
is higher than in the country.
A single person.ee~..is more lonesome.
Single and widowed persons also show a higher per cent of suicides
than married ones.....Hence it is to be expected that the curve of
suicide at the end of such upheavals goes up.
Statistics corroborate
the expectation.
In this way psychologically, sociologically and

statistically the correlation between mobility and isolation, betaeen
isolation and suicide, seems to be very probable and really tangible. 72

T0rbid.,

Pe

228.

Tlys1a4am I. Thomas and Florian Znaniecki, The Polish Peasant in

Europe and Americas

(Bostons Richard Badger, 1918).

72pitirim Sorokin, Social Mobility, (New York: Harper and Brothers,
1927);

De
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_ The church has difficulty in meeting the member of the modern family

because it approaches him with different thought patterns

wtdch be has beoone socusiimed:
happiness

unit.

in marriage; the ‘ohuroh

The modern couple thinks

equality

is paramount;

stresses

parents

the omrcn

denands,

about inhibiting

"Children,

answers,

morality

the Crick

"Wives,

i ee

a

unto

Modern education andpayshiatry

in all things;

childrens the chureh

for this

is. yell :

and to men practicing a double steridard of

commands,

"Husbands,

love your wives,

even as Christ

loved the Church and gave Himself for it?
The modern family has lost sight of the transcendent purposes God
planned for the family.

It has lost sight of its divine origin. Harriage

is accepted as merely a rma beer of mores.
too,

Whether or not to bear phildren,

is decided purely from the viewpoint of expediency.

homestead

establisheds

country.

No longer does the family worship together.

family play together.
. t© outside

now a flat is

3220.

Topphesians 5:25.

in the

No longer ‘does the

All of these former functions have been transmitted

T3gphesians 5222.
Theolossians

Wo longer is a

rented by half of the families

agencies.

LS

Rs

in which

submit youraelLves

and frustrating their

obey your parents

Pleasing unto the Lord."7

his obi Teaeicnsy to ‘the. family

of a companionship
ariaee

your own husbands as unto the tord.aT3
warns

onttioed to

othe mea thinks primarily of his personal

ee

ek

3h

2

et,

ot ee

BB
Divorce is another problem which must be faced by the church.
stemming
_

the

tide of divorce

than legislation.

It is God

essential

in marriage.

the sense

of eros.

the church must resort to a higher
who ruled

In marriage we

As an emotion

this

that indissolubility
are dealing with more

marrLage

authority

is an. inherent.
than love in

type of love is changeable

not be promised "ti11 death us do part."

In

and can—

In one of his discussions on.

Brunner vrites:

But fidelity, as the recognition of an objective divine beet is
essentially unchangeable; or rather it is related to that: which is
essentially unchangeable.
We cannot "break" love, but we can break

faith (or fidelity). We canmot build marriage upon love gnd ‘be
sure

that it will stand,

Only

the message

but we can do so upon fidelity. !

of the Gospel

into which

he is daily sinking

day.

is having

“seen

This
in the

happiness
is being

diminishing

as

the chief

developed

their children
adulthood

its

from

deeper.

serious
size

from

the egocentricity

Individualisn

is the cry of the

ramifications

of the

as parents

the realities
just what

A certain
attempt

of life.
they want

meaning of the words "must? and "ought."
Brunner

stresses

teiling

freedom

Marriage,

this

As

like the state,

It is to be

as in the criterion of
emotional inmaturi ty

te increasingly shield
a result,

to dos

many grow to .

they never learned

the

In Justice and the Social Order

necessity of adjusting

for the sake

in marriage.

family as well

end.of marriage.

in people

still doing

can save man

one's

own desires

and cur=

of the others

is only possible because each party to the

contract foregoes part of the freedom due to him in order to fulfill
the common purpose of the procreation and the satisfaction of the
sexual. instinct.
The parties to the contract themselves determine

76mm4) Bronner, The Divine Imperative,

translated from the German by

Thelphia;
Westainster Press, 1918), pp. 359-60.
Olive wyon, (Philade

he substance of the marital union...tho steady Increase
in divorce
- fads its main source in this individualistic conception of marriage..!7
.-$he church confronts the family with a mesaage to save it. from an
end of disorganization. God planned that the family would pass on to its

op

children not only physical. life but also spiritual life. ‘the modern ~
family is conscious of its functions of expressing affection and davelop-

“Ang personalities. The charch mist emphasise its greater need
to show
forth that love which comes ‘from god.

Seo

1

ice

=|

Tlaui1 Brumer, Justice and the Social Order, translated from the

Yorks Warper and Brothers, 1915), p. 78.
ger,
Gernan by Mary Hottin(Rew

URBANIZATION aeREGREATIONAL RELATIONSHEES : e
>

‘+ As population
3

| of

i
2

the simple

go up instead

continues

life decroasés
of spreading

modern

city no ree

should.

On the one

but

at the same

tension

ta ‘concentrate

of body

time

steadily.
oute

have. the
hand,
does

and mind.

With space

With neighbors
Epace

in which

the environment
not

in small areas, the.

give

then

at a préatun

so close,

sourkty
‘buildings

children

in the

to run and play. as: ‘they:

overstimulates their. enotions,
the opportunity

Where pressures

to “paltane

and frustrations are

this

higher,

there is a greater need for recreation.
In this

chapter

we will

attempt to view

the urban dweller in terms of compensation,
and social

craving.

the recreational

regression,

After looking briefly at present

needs of

temporary escape
trends

in recreation,

we will consider the community agencies available to mest this increased

need.

Perhaps of greatest importance Will be the analysis of comercial—

ized recreation, for which. amore

detailed study of motion pictures

: ‘serve as an illustration. - : ‘the Pinal section,

will

as in ail: ctiapters,: Wi01

be

=

- * short i oritique consider

se

‘how ‘the church can overcomemae

ofi may,
Braner Mitchell and Berend Hason, The
The Theory of

“Kec Se: Barnes, wai)

ae

lew York:

2

ise
+P

z
eine
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yard with pets,

tools

vnich learning

and| even ‘md,

to the

complex urban enviroment, in

and play hag ‘become more abstract.

They state: ol

When life is....integrated, no play movement is needed. Play move=
‘ments become necessary only when life and education become artificial
in type and surroundings—artificial in the sense of being unrelated
to the existence which the human race has been presupposed . to live

through countless centuries'of evolution—and when life becomes

fragmentised, divided, specialized and ultra-specialized./?
It will be helpful
between

the

by some.

term "recreation"

to preserve

and "play,"

though they

the distinction
are used synonymously

‘They are alike in that they are both activities of leisure used

as diversion
primarily
and

for our purposes

from the tensions

to this

diversion—to

fatigue built up during

of daily occupations.
the

Recreation

release of the tensions,

the course

of regular

refers

aggressions

daily activities.

Usu-

ally it means resting the muscles and powers of concentration required by
the daily job and bringing the others into activity.
connotes growth.

"Play," however,

We recognize the necessity of play to the child.

His

means of gaining security in an adult world is to scale their world of.
activities

dow

and feelings

to his size in play.

He learns to channel exoees! energy

of aggression into ‘useful social outlets

he hits a ball rather than other children.
ee

says,

Py,

P

"the purpose of using one's

9 De

through Play.

Thus

"Play has an inner purpose:,"
growing powers

in order

that one

8.

80, , Re Slavson, Recrestion and the Total Pers onality,

Association Press, 19116)

Pe

(ton Yorks
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Basic ‘Recreational
What

are the special

“environment. croates?75L

recreational

the basic
‘uses

on the job.

physical

number

then;

ise the urban

the urban

worker

has need

complement: or even Sep

Work

and emotional

only a limited

needs,

In the first place,

récreational outlets which will
daily activities

Needs

in modern

needs

of muscles

industry

of life.

to perform his

for nis

ed not

Usually

for

satiory

the manual worker

required operation.

For clerical workers there is usually steady mental work with little
chance for exercise.
activity

of nerves

of spirits,

So in work a state of unbalance exists between the
and muscles.

and irritability

this unnatural. condition.

Much of the hyperactivity,

noticeable

in urban

areas

‘the urban resident becomes

depression:

is explained by

so restless

end

desirous of change that his recreation often tends to be overly stim
lating

and exciting.

Psychiatrists

in recreation.682

in particular stress a second need which is fulfilled

1t is regression.

In a complex social order. there are

certain roles to which people are expected to conform.
teacher,

secretary or plumber has

expected to play.

a certain

role which

Thus a banker,
he or she is

Recreation furnishes an opportunity to throw off, ten

porarily, certain restraints and formalities.

Observe, for example, the

&

e. hilarious play on beaches. There one can run around, splash water and
a5
i
©: throw sand as a child. So also actions are permitted at a baseball game
“i;
:.
i
or briae
oe which would not be sanctioned elsevhere.
In periods of
a:

Sleor discussion. see Slaveon, oP
_.

*ibta., Dpe QT.

yd

s Gites pp. 1-26.
ae

ss ss

10
recreation one is pormitted
to act es a child again and otherwise release

accumulated feelings of tension in socially accepted fashions. | Perhaps a
‘corollary

to this point would

reality."

When pressures

pictures,

novels,

bingo

be the use of recreation

in modern
gemes

Life become.

as an escape

too heavy to

and Pinball machines

from

bear, moving

afford uomentary escape.

Finally recreation satisfies the social cravings of. people. Host
recreation

is enjoyed

in a social

context.

Even wher one enjoys

8 per=

sonal. hobby, associations and societies of those with life Anterests
spring us.
self with
The

Basic
ease

to good mental.

is the ability to: relate

and pleasure: to others with whom one comes

child which begins

adjustment.

adjustment

Recreation

as

entirely self-centered most

plays

an important

role.

an urban

setting

are impersonal.

Therefore

afforded

in play

and recreation

give a sense

one=

into contact.

gradually nakes

‘this

Host of the relations

these

inter-personal

in

contacts

of meaning and satisfaction

to life.
;

As these recreational needs ‘work themselves out in the urbanised

‘.

area,

they form a pattern.

One: of the results of mass production ia that

e the worker now enjoys a4 shorter working day.
able’ to have seventy-two hours aweck

As increased cobers are

free from required dutiiesy’ certain

changes have taken place tin. ‘leisure-time activities.
.

as.

Chicago Recreational

:

Survey 1‘Listed nine significant

The authors: of the
trends:

es

1. Interest in active partioipation in games and ‘sports.
23: Great vogue of automobile touring and other traveling.

‘3, Development of outdoor Life and vacation activities.

"is
-

Acceptance of govermental
recreation facilities

Foualard
-

be

en

:

~

responsibility for proving pablie

of forms of fearention that promote social .
res:

_

e
“

j

“me SuB

se tions
Sy

;

U1
Is

Development: of organisetions

that facilitate recreational.

interests 03
In

their

aoe

estimation mambers one and

trends-——the increaso
facilities

five were

,

the most eign! ficant

in commercialized recreation and the increase

for public participation

in sports.

We will ponescex

of
the

second ‘of these first.
Community. ‘Agencies
The city not only creates
supplies

more

resources

emphasis

on the need

of Recreation

more wants

for meeting

those wants.

for play facilities

itself has made provisions.

by its stimlation;

in urban

subsidizing

work

of parks and

nent

itself hag

the local

community

training
agencies

the increased -

areas,

the

secant

Through local legislation, commnities are

establishing year-round recreation programs.
are

With

it also. :

programs

as well

State governments, too, ©
as organizing

for counselors.

for the promotion

their ovn net-

The federal

govern-

of recreation, o

In 19)6 welt over 1,700 cities and tows had organized play leader=
ship.or supervised
playgrounds,
pools

and

facilities.

pisebal? atamontsy

tennis

courts.

These 26,185 separate play areas Ancluded
bathing beaches,

The eities

million dollars for community

cite 9

=

I> (1938)5 ps 7;

Quoted aist and .
:

Be

Blime Yorks Progress
Federal

reported spent fity-tao

recreation in 1946.55-

§
Bigntcage Recreational a sure
Haxbert, Ode

which

golf can eeeas swimming

Security Agency;

Necicts watson
Veterans

acai nis

the Navy and War- Departments
ation Recreation

Service

ty recreation see Walter. ‘Le Sto
8 oror statistics on bins
eM Field of Recreation, (New Yorks William Frederick Pressy 199);

Pp

30.

Another urban phenomenon for recreation and play is the settlement
iB mie house, situated in the crowded: slum area.
of. education

and social

-in the crowded areas.
the present
cities of
tion.

time there

standing

into

Its task is to bring people

a closer contact with. workers

Its goal is to mitually benefit both groups.
are’ ‘over oo

the country carrying

hundred

living

At

settlement houses. in the larger

on their program of education and xrecres-

“They are all privately supported.
The

canping movenent,. ‘though only about sixty years old,

in popularity.
yearly.

It is estinated

Besides

another

2,500

Boy Scouts

over

five million people. participate

tio thousarid privately

supported by the

of America

Another

that over

Young Men's

and similar

is “gaining

operated camps,

Christian

here are.

Kssoclation

and the

organizations.

aspect of the play movement

is the

growth

of public

parks.

A survey in 1910 indicated that 1,465 cities owned almost 19,500 parks.
Those

sualler

communities

which

did not maintain

facilities of a nearby town available.
the larger
Park
is

a park usually had the

There is a recent trend away from

type of show park (such as Central Park in New York or Forest

in Saint Louis).

In order

to build more neighborhood

to be more functional,

parks

with

smaller

the Besley plan

acreage.

Strictly speaking, the recent development of assoclations
which

specialize

of community

in some

form of recreation

or commercial

recreation.

fits

These

and clubs

into neither category

clubs

usually

cater to a

en

A

eae

aR

beeaes

te

selected group interested in a certain game or sport, for example, golf,
temnis or bridge.

These groups provide the facilities and the companion-

ship necessary for the recreation.

the trend is toward sn increase of national associations with a subsequent decline of local community clubs.

These national associations

|

moe

48

4

mot tho: patterns end policfes ‘which are followedito the letter by the
individual unit.
societies,

‘These may take the fora of luncheon clubs,: fraternal

athletic associations: or character—building organizations.

Commercialized
From

a sociological

Recreation

viewpoint

important in two ways:

commercial amacnents ‘are’ fundimentally

(1) they stimulate and aid in’ determining

the culture patterns for individgsls
ence

gree

and groups;

and (2) ‘they influ-

and modify moral standards.

goes

:

Commercial recreation develops when thero are a large manbet of
people: who
offered

domand

forms

of recreation which

at a reasonable price.

can be standardized and

7 It must be frankly recognized

thus

that its.

goal is not the enrichment of the life of the totel comunity. Its
objective
tomers,
gifts,

is

to provide

activities

or programs

mect othenioompeti tion and net
endowments

or donations,

which will

a profit.

Since

or volunteer help——as

appeal

it does

to cus=
not enjoy

does private

recrea~

tlon—its program is designed to use every device to tap public spending
in compliance with state

and local

legislation.9?

Providing amusenent is one of the country's biggest businesses.
totals

from

five

twenty

is spent

to fifteen billion
for recreation

sports and games.

dollars

a year.

One dollar

in the United States—-for movies,

It

of every
radios,

The American family, according to its economic level,
The average is ll.

eda.

hase hd) esp dlOh Sis oS

Sette,

spends from $6 to $560 annually on recreation.

86yartin

H. Neumeyer

and Esther S. Neumeyer,

Leisure and Recreation;

a Study of Leisure and Recreation in Their Sociological Aspects, (New
Yorks Sarnes;
1930)5 chapter
1h.
87. Jesse F, Steiner,

Americans

4 at Pl

;
Recent Trends in Recreation

and Leisure Time Activities, “(New Yorks z eGraw-Hill Book Company," Inc;
1933)

pp. 103-LeL.

:
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The total amount of recreation made available commercially is
tremendous.

It has

time of the urban
5

mercialized
jobs

for

gain.

Though

sents

a huge

become

to account

dweller.

sports.

some.

come

- Even

for the major part of the leisure

Standing near

Baseball, boxing

and football

college

has been exploited

football

played by men who maintain
investment.

popular.

the top of the list is com

These

The indoor
indoor

sports

Night clubs and roadhouses

now become full-time

an amateur

standing,

commercialized
include

for financial
it repre=

amusements

skating,

pool

have also

and bowling:

are different in details but are essen-

tially the same in selling food and liquor at exorbitant prices.
ment parks
ferris

tend

wheels,

penny aresdes

to be copies

of Coney Island

merry~go-rounds,

roller

and usually gambling

in New York,

skating,

devices

dancing,

Amuse-

consisting
shooting

of

galleries,

of infinite variety.

Meyer and Brightbill in their book, Community Recreation,®9 have a
fine

'

analysis

of commercial

recreation.

They discuss

four negative effects

of commercialized recreations ©

a

.:

(1) "Passivity" — Commercialized recreation emphasises the place of

;
re:

the spectator, vhile it minimizes the place of the participant.
Consider, for example, the theater, television, the radio and profes=
sional sports.

i.

(2) "Substitation® — It stresses buying something rather than being

-—

something.

This substitution provides no stimulation for actual: par—-

ticipation with its compensating rewards.
The process
gation in baseball serves: as an illustration.

(3) "Demoral.ization" ae
;
i

4

4

S

|

Certain commercialized recreation Tends

vice, dishonesty, poverty and sex delinquency.
are dance halls, roadhouses and pool rooms.

:

88yerold De Neyer

and Charles

K. Brightbill,

Guide to its Orgenization and Administration,
9 Pie

efo~lle

of commerciali~
;

to

Particularly suspect
:

Cormunity Recreation:

A

(Boston: D.C « Heath and Coes

———

LS
(4) "Exploitation" = Since box office receipts are the chief

concern, there are no limits to which some operators will go in
exploiting emotions. The result is that many attractions are
sordid and debased.
‘his tends to accentuate already existing
patholo zical

problems: and: lower moral

on the positive side
ineough

commercial

they discuss

standards.

five benefits

which haves: come

.

recreations:

(1) "Stimulation"

-- It has

stimulated interest in wholesome. ‘recrea=

tion.
Golf, baseball, music and travel have received an
through witnessing professional exhibitions.

aera

(2) "Provision of recreation facilities" — With the increasing demands for recreation it would be difficult
entirely from public or private sources.

to Provide
:

fact tties

(3) "Enjoyment" — Some forms of recreation cater! to eee
tastes.

Real enjoynent comes

hearing a symphony.
i

‘

from seeing

or

:

(4) "Accessibility" — Conmeroial

: ee

a good motion piotare

;

facilities are 5 asonlly

conveniently

located.
Many people are still largely dependent upon commercial:
recreation--the nul gps hood movie, their radio and the Bent boming
alley.
:

=~ te TAI

a

stion once enjoyed only by on
= Reore
(5) "Znexpensiveness" becau
se large attendances have brought dow

has become reasonable
,
prices.

Moving
Jmportant

for our purposes

Pictures

.

in an analysis

of the influence: ‘of moving

pic tines 10?) Speaking on this subject, Dr. E. We Burgess of the University
of Chicago,

said,

"It is evident

that the boy comes into: contact. with

’

influences in the motion pictures.....that are in-conflict with the

be

standard of the home, the school and the Ghuroli.*70
89cne basic material E this section is based on extensive studies

made at the request of the’Hotion Picture Research Council from 1929 to

+1933, : supported by the Paya
‘be cited

gS

as used.

uenry

ies

eon

The individual paris) of yeke oer: will

Janes Fornan, Our -Yovie-tiade Children,

‘Sompany, 193k),

Ppe 5-6.

&

Grom York: the HocititLan

—————e

h6
Before we can objectively
pictures

are,

we must

analyse just what the effects of motion

get sone idea of how widespread

many people come into contact with them.
itself

in the Film Year Book

of several

how

The motion picture:indns ty
years

100,000,000 a week. Although popular

they are anid

ago set the attendance at

estimates go as high as 125,000,000,

the investigators for the Payne’ Fund Study were deliberately. con servative
in their

estimate.

After inaking many, deductions,

they finaly: arrived at

the carefully selected figure of: "77,000,000 persons
Miles

summarizes

many statistics

paragraphs

a week.

-

:

concerning movie attendance in one

:

ic

The movie industry has gromm at an unbelievable speed.
Today there
are over 70,000 motion picture theaters in the world, 16,000 being

in America and 35,700'in Europe,

10,812,53) seats.

The 18,000 American theaters have

There is one theater for every 8,000 population

and one theater seat for every 12 people..

The American industry ©

employs approximately 275,000 people...Approximately 85,000,000

attend the movies weekly.

1945.)

compared with
Taking
found

(Hollywood reports 100,000,000 during-

Theater attendance ip America

into

averages 3), visits each year,

22 in England.

consideration

that attendance

in raral,

"rate is also higher for minors.

that we are
areas

dealing with averageny “it was

is mich lower

than in cities.

Of the 85,000,000 tho attend

about one-third (or 30,000,000) are minors.
(or 15,000,000) are under the age of fourteen.
significance when we later survey the

actual

ise

the

weekly,

One-sixth of the total figure
This will take on ‘added
content of motion piotures:

Of paramount importance to our discussion is the answer to the questions: What types of pictures are seen, and what are the major themes of

Arpid.,

Pe 13.

J2yerbert Je Miles, Movies and Morals, (Grand Rapides gondervan Pub=

lishing House, 1947), pe Le

:

any

"the pictures?

A?

as

Dr. Edgar Dale, working under the Payne Fund). attempted

: ‘to answer these questions by analysing and sorting out over 1,500 movies.73
E e 3 He classified

these feature pac irae

Mystery,

sf Loves

under

War, History, Children,

such headings as

cine,

Sexy

Animals, Comedy,: ani Social

Travel,

-/ Problems. When his totals were. compiled, he found a. "movie twink" —=
‘three

themes

Love, “Sex and Crime.

aS

They were

in the majority of pictures.

that kept recurring

He found that between seventy-five aid etghte per

cent of all pictures deal t with

one,of

these

Ba

themes.

In a subjective, though well-founded, opinion "from the Guristian

a
e

viewpoint," Hilles concludes: ‘that ninety-three per cent of the pictures, he

picked at random were morally aah
emanating

from Hollywood,

he felt,

although attempting at all

were morally

fit to Bee.

Dre: Dales,

times to remain objectively conservative in;

making his moral judgnents,

said that this stress on sex and crine ‘robs

the screen of pictures of beauty
>

Only five per cent of the Plotares

out of every five hundred pictares

and idealism.
dwell. upon

When nearly four ipundred
the "movietint:

- their

“effects will be important. to the total work of the church
Besides the distortion: in’ ‘motion nicotine

_+

themes

in favor | of

crine

and Lovey -they also present a onoseided view of wealth and certain ocati-

; *e ‘pation.

Miles states that ‘Hollywood

wealth an sixty-one per cent

* Seger

Dale,

of. the movies.095. Drs Dat * pnts

Childrents: Attendancs at Motion Pictures

ty. the Committee cu Hanonttana Teves
litt es, Ope

displays oirounstances depicting

clits,

Pe’a:

oFOF alin

i

jut

t that,

tairty-thres per cent of the
‘fifty-four

in one hundred arid. fifteen

mealthy.

sixty-three per cent of. ‘the vil~

Pictures

On the other hand, ‘only five

Shar scsete

were

either wealthy” or ultra-

to fifteen per cent of

the Leading

were poor.

This
depicted

forty-four per cent of.the heroines,

per cent of the. ‘villains and

lainesses
fai

heroes,

shift

in extremes

i

also seen in the professions ‘and. ‘ocoupations

in the average fin

as follows:

‘Dre

Freeman summarizes

ae

:

Dr.Dale's | analyois

pe

The largest single class of occupation for heroes on ina
"Professional."

bined,

The largest classification

screen: is

for all characters

including women, “is "No occupation."

3
com=

Ninety characters in.

d

115 pictures, the second Targest group, may be labeled as " 'Commer=
cial"....The next two groups, however, with eighty characters in’
each, come under the headings of "Occupation Unknown" and “Illegal

Boe
‘

Occupation," including such trades as gangster, bootlegger, smuggler,
thief,. bandit, blacknailer and prostitutes....(It is) notable in

ES

that common labor is not included
‘Laborers exist only because there
As

a final

means

in them at all. A few agricultural
6
are western ranches in. the pictures. 9

of seeing what type

of motion Eeeh

As: most

preva=

lent, let us consider the goals that occur most frequently. © tn order of
their

frequency,

love;

they are: )

winning another's loves. (2) narriage for

(3) professional. success 3. (hk)

happiness of loved ones; (5) revenge;

(6) happiness of friends (7) crime for gains (8) performance of dutys,(9) illicit loves and (10): protection of friend. .

:

To fully appreciate (tie impact of motion pictures upon the average
American, we must ask how mich’ of what is seen is retained.
volume of the Payne Series 4s devoted to this problem.

One whole

Dr. P. We Holaday,

‘working in the University of Iowa under the direction of Dr. G. Ds Stoddard,

96

rman, ODe Cites

Pe 43.

ig
head of the Iowa Child Welfare Research Station, gives us concrete data.97
He tested
persons,

retention

of movie~gained

‘ranging from children to

knowLedge-in

college professors.

. mention. just one phase of hits testing.
old children will retain
morass:

Suffice

it here: to

He found that eight and nine year

sixty per cent as much as an adult.

for every five Pe an

will roteda

ahout: three thousand

adult

is able

Tn other

to note, a See

oe this

age

three.

If re-tested concerning

the same facts after a period of ook.

it will be found that these eight and nine year olds still ee
one

per

Actually

cent of what
six weeks

they had orsginadly

later,

a child

carried away from the: fn,

of this

a picture as the morning after witch

he saw it.

is lost within the period dnmediately

retain

cent. of what they originally venanbereds
still high—~eighty-two

ae actual physical

e

tures tend

os
(1933)

eleven and twelve year olds -é

to so arouse

Adults

rank

elghty-eight

per

the lowest, ‘bat with

per cent.

effect of motion pictures upon the individual

has also been studied.

Renshawts studies show conclusively’ that pics
2 personts emotions that his restlessnens pete

by the Cone bee

of

(And most of our ‘Learning

ninety per cent and high school children

a Figure that is

as ‘mush

following the original learning!)

After this same period of six weeks,
still

age remembers alniet

:

1 Educational Research of the
pree

ioe
‘

Fone

:

e450

|

cent greater hourly motility than in normal sleep. Individual cases,
however,

went as high as 8 to 90 per cent increases in restlessiess.

In measuring
no

great depth

it vias

found

the

emotional

of plot,

excitement

one puna

for a humorous PAC tings with

does not specialize

incational. ‘scenes,

that adoLescerits' have psycho--galvanometer

that of adults

(adult was 1.25 adolescent,

2.0).

readings: of talce

Children from six

ta
=

eleven years of age registered readings three times that of adults—
-

3.6.

Similar studies ware made upon the heart beat.

-

Dr. Holman states.

"a picture of extreme emotional content, whether it be tragedy poiiean
leaves

a physical.

imprint upon

the human being yeti

as long

as seventy

hours ."99
Perhaps
movies
;

»
:

even more important then the actual physical

is its

imitate

influences

everything

techniques.

from

upon our
dress

Fifty per cont

attitudes

and cosmetics

and conduct.

ae

both men

ye the high school

part in their

a desire

and wonen,

downfall, either

indicated

students examined stated

"dn which they could commit: ‘erines.
“note

in a hundred pictures: selected

in forty-six
e cent,

commits

per cent.

per cent of the

pene

fo others

-PRormany op». oftes Pe 103+.

In some « at instilled

it showed specizie ways

This becomes understandable: when ne
at-random
commits

‘adultery in tarenty-ceven per

The heroine has’ a ‘similar

iany youth

that movies played ‘a decided

directly or indirectly.

for Seay, money or adventure.

People tend: to

to particuler crime “and love

that their ideas of eexunll love came from the movies.
crininals,

effects of the

record:

that the hero

is ‘dishonest

crimes: ‘in sixty-seven

cents and drinks
She

per

in fitty-one

gambles in ‘four’ ‘per cent,

;

51

. drinks in thirty-six per cents is dishonest in thirty-one per.cent, mar-

ried without thought of courtship in fifty per cent, displays ‘her’ body
publicly
it *

in forty-six ver oe

and commits

crimes in thirty-three

per.

cent,100

Dr. Thrasher states, "It is apparent beyond a slight statistical chance

that delinquents

the movies 1201
than

Today more

are boys.

stayed

away

and truants

Fifty-four

from school

tend more often

to go excessively ‘to

girls are truants in order to go to rovies
per cent of 252 girls

in order

admitted that

to attend movies.

Those

they had

elements which

woe have already analyzed in movies ‘set up certain cravings in many of
these

dolinquent

had instilled

girls.

Half of them-said

the desire

in them

to live

that it had been movies

fast,

free lives.

which

Forty-one per

cent of thom admitted that it was the movies that inclined then to wild
parties, cabarets and roadhouses—factors that led to their "getting into

trouble."
Contrary to popular belief, Hollywood does not teach that "Crime
does not pay.”
Eiles

points

None of the surveys showed tendencies to punish crime.

out

that in tuontyethres

officials

are made

sixty-tro

major

to appear

crimes

out of one hundred pictures, police

as fools.

in forty pictures

of the criminals were legally punished.

Dr. Dale
analyzed,

reports

in the case

only nineteen

of

‘per cent

An additional thirty-nine per

_ cent were punished but by forces other than legal. ones, while Seer
‘per cent went ga!

umpundtied102

Ss Sit
ehtes

| ;

Seq
es
Be

The

effect of motion Pictures

“by Peterson

Fe

tures
had

and thurstone.10h

do affect attitudes
the effect of making

versely,

2/De

pictures

z
upon social. attitudes? was studied.

They

found,

for example,

toward other races.
children less

which presented

"The Birth

favorable

a minority

that notion

pic=-

of = Nations

toward the Negro.

group

on

in a favorable Light

did much toward creating an unprejiidiced attitude over against that group.
The effects of these pictures

are cumulative and lasting. Years aftermard

the differences can be seen in the social attitudes of those who saw the
pictures.

:

Propaganda

ment.

:

films

have been produced by both Hollywood

They run to two extremes.

docunentary Film,

one that

and

the

govern-

On the one side we have the purely

oy

shows some phase. of life portrayed

~ They attempt to be authoritative and
unbiased.

itive, : ‘Bee

At

Ja

the other extirens there is

Es Hulett,

Wotion Picture Upon
eal. Review,

B oa

|

=f

.

Xi. 3

JT

the Trend.
(May

1919)9.

the example of the hate: ftims

:

of Local. Public opinion

American

§

< 263-15.

°“.10h Ruth CG. Peterson and Le be ‘Thurstone,

and
Hotion Pictures and
i

Social Attitudes of Children, published by’ ‘eS

n: Resear oF ie Faye Fae {0932)~.

too
oH
See

53
: which education is endeavoring to build.
pe

By presenting life in a harm

fally superficial manner, they are developing a set of attitudes in

o children

diametrically opposed to those learned in the classrooms.

Holly~

* > wood presente material in a ram, "thrilling" and “exciting™ manner.
‘and effect are largely ignored.
exerting

Ganse

Its emphasis on ‘luxury, crine and ‘sex is

a great influence upon people

both within

and outside of the

"church.
-. Radio
The radio,

like movies

and newspapers,

to meet mass

audiences.

serving

than seventy per cent of the

As

more

a result,

bath

its

4t present

content

direct appeal to the masses.

there

and method

is dependent upon and
are

designed

twenty-five eiilion

families

sets

in the United States.

of presentation must have

a

In reaching the lowest common denominator

in entertainment and enlightenment, it hopes to appeal to the greatest
number.
nedia

Recently
to appeal

ean

there

also

is some

to a more

Broadcasting
Com

thought
cultured

3 for

among

those who manage these mass

group.

instance,

The

third. progran. of the

is experimenting in, bringing

prograns of a higher cultura? ‘Level to its people.
To understand
advertisers
before

ona
‘

product

of peoey, one must realize the Ingortance

sponsor the, ‘programs.

the public and galt
g
fod

the size

to all.

who

radio

of the

radio

audience,

But the sponsors

‘

will.

of

Tneir

goal is to

Since

the revenuc is dependent

they attempt

keep thelr product

to get programs

upon

which appeal.

are not content to merely have their names men—

at the beginning and. end of the broadcasts;
must be extolled throughout

over twenty per cent of air time was

the period.
used

the quality of their
Already several

for advertising.

years ago

oh
In

fairness

it should be added that a large

group of. sociclogiats

of late tend to undervaluate |-the influence of radio, motionplotures

<* comic magazines.
Be

and

‘They believe that, all behavior—including criminal

behavior—is learned in’ interaction with other people. Sutherland, a
well

known student of criminology, writes:

We

qhe principal part of the learning of criminal behavior occurs
within intimate personal ‘groups.
Negatively, this means that the
impersonal agencies of commmication, such as picture shows and
newspapers, play a ypelatively unimportant part in the genesis of
criminal behavior.

This

genetic explanation,

however,

falls short in acknowledging many

case studies which tend to indicate the opposite.
techniques

of crime

stimulation

for

the

are learned
entire

in the primary

group

Perhaps

grovp,

some actual.

but much of the

for easy money and adventure

could

-

originate in and receive its stimlation from these other agencies.

«

4

supervised

The Chicago Recreation
under

the title,

Recreation

Commission published its study of. 3.500 youths

Recreation and DeLinquency.106

The

commission saphasined

its goal was not to show that ‘recreation cures or prevents Anveaiie del.ini
r

groreys

3)
~=3:

~=(2)

=:

‘Their

chief findings

were:

More provision is now made for the supervised reqrestion:of Loge
than of girls.
—

Boys over fourteen years of age do not attend recreational

an as large numbers:as: do those under fourteen.

ittion

Sarin He Sutherlanis Poisntsies of Grtatnology, » oar

agot Js Be Lippincott Coup: TNT)» Pe 6
. i 106gtner

Shanas

2

:

and catherine Dunning, Recreation and

‘A Study of Five Selected bead Ce

Del

agencies

!

2

fe
ys
;
Lg

55

;

(3) Delinquents do not take part in supervised recreation An as
large numbers as non-delinquents;
Sevels Cire

(h) Delinquents

like ‘the game

attend the movies more often than monedalinanente:

but all boys and girls spend
as in supervised recreation.

~

and when they do, they prefer

sports: ‘and non=supervised activities

as much time at the movies

twice

a

(5) In the four neighborhoods with higher delinquency rates,

all

children were particularly fond of radio crime and mystery
stories, while in the neighborhood with the lower delinquency
rate, both boys and girls preferred commedians and variety hours.

(6) Participation in supervised recreation reduces juvenile delinquency.
Delinquents who did not take part in supervised recreation
thirty per cent more often than
the year becane it
who did take part
they recommended

of their study,

At the conclusion

that supervised

particularly in

recreation should be provided in all Chicago communities,

those areas which have high delinquency rates.
should

be expanded

hold boys

beyond

for girls

fourteen years

of the home and church.
home,

school

while

and church

as a character-building

a special

Supervised recreation

attempt

should be made to

They acknowledged

of age.

during
ose
j

the importance

Only when an integrated program including the
is organised

"can

recreation

function effectively

and delinquency-preventing activity.1108

Analysis
Leaders in the
and recreation

church must be

in the lives

aware

of people.

of the vital function
of play
The urban dweller needs this

period of change to regain physical, mental and spiritual balance.

alone must never become the solitary end of existence.

Work

Perhaps in rare

instances God does Place a man into a position in which he must renounce
rest and recreation.

But for most people,

recreation

- 0Tyor complete Findings ‘and Recommendations,

18 yp14., Pe xie

serves

as a useful

see Ibid., PP. 2236-018.

safety-valve against his becoming too possessed by work, a sense of his
own importance, or a concentration on the material.

|

Again the church must give deeper insights as to Godts purpose in:

giving man rest and enjoyment in recreation. ‘The church must point the
man with God beyond his pleasures. ‘They are a gift from dod but not God

Himself.

The natural man is in danger of making "gods" of these pleasures.

He is in danger of becoming their slave. Satan is using them as a disguise

to hold him in darlmess.

at times
thing.

as a starting points

this desire for pleasure

the man is searching Geaparately

What he really nese

The temporary pleasures

‘The church can use

oun

as yet he is unaware

for some=

of it—is

God.

of the world look cold on the "morning after."

Only the Gospel can give man the rest and security for which he yearns.
The man in God—one who is a member of the church—-also needs under=
Often he feels,

rather Puritanically,

pleasure

is spiritually low,

that recreation and

:

doe.

something with which

the new man has less to

At best he feels that moderation is the answer.

Neither of these

cee Leet ste (ee aa De aR

ET

AEE

OO ST

ae

ae ee

eT
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standing,

views

is distinctively Christian.

is Greek.

Of course recreation

The first is Pharisaical;

pursued until it becomes

the second

a passion ‘is sin.

But the answer lies deeper than the Aristotelian "golden mean of moderation."109

‘the basic question for the Christian is: Will this activity

glorify God?
“witness to

That

means, will

this

both strengthen my bond to Him and

others that He rules in me? The Christian
has been created

through and for the Word of God. Every action, therefore, is to be
evaluated in that light.

Si

The key word,

eas
: “109
ae Brunner, The DivineHeatDumper:
ative,

then, becomes not "moderation,"

=
pe

390.
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ease
:

:
but "service'--service
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to God through service to people.

the church itself can utilize a program of recreation as an aid in

accomplishing its total task. Its primary concern will not be the exercise
of the body even
Rather

though

it recognizes

the church will utilize

and agape.

Its menbers will

its

play to demonstrate
come

together

company and to strengthen one another.
reflect

to

The

“certain

those on

church will

forms

the outside
take

a Positive

in most cases

certain

activities.

stand

recreation.

than 4 more attempt
The church will

recreations

in play to

enjoy one ‘snother!s

love of the Savior Himself.
against

the evils inherent

an

Its policy will, homever, go

to pass legislation outlawing
to the dangers

present.

forms of entertainment are present

Therefore the church will redouble its efforts

to get at the root of the matter?
those

and practice. fellowehip

alert its people

But it will realize that these obnoxious

because people desire them.

the soul.

‘This witness of love then: will

the saving

of conmercialiged

deeper

close connection with

and pleasures

to get the people themselves to desive

which

are pleasing

to eliminate a surface eruption.

to God — aid no temerely,

ae *

In looking at motion pictures and television, we. must keop the full
dynamic of Christianity before us.

This means the church has more than.

a Pollyanna interpretation of life.

It must do more than nerely censor

sections of films which are too sexy.

Negatively,

it should oppose movies

which “solve everything on the human plene...which deify end enshrine the
aspects

of our culture to which allegiance is really given.w110

This does

not mean the characters are to become colorless or that all must be portrayed

110,39
’ pe 66.

F. Heard, Seoularisa

in Motion Pictures," Spann, Be: cite,
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és good people.

There are evil people in the world and thus they are a

legitimate subject for treataent.
against

However,

the church can take a stand

a superficial treatment which fails to show the mature adult oe

result of such a courae of action.
In order to interpret. itself

to the hearts

threatened by atomic war and annihilation,
itself, clarify
and vital way.
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concepts,

and

of the people

in’a world

the church must turn to

then express

itself in:a new

EFFECTS OF URBANIZATION ON COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIPS:

To complete our task we will view the individaal living within an
area.

Having

seen

the effects

of modern urbanization

on the work

= et

hag tia Pe hes I)

&

urban

situation, the family unit and leisure time, we now look at the commnity.
We will attempt to see the characteristics of an urban population,
associations,
migrate

their personalities,

from rural

areas

and some

to the modern

Characteristics
An important

characteristic

of the effects

their

on those who

city.

|

of an Urban Area

of the urban

area is its heterogeneity.

In comparison with rural areas a larger percentage of the urban population are foreign-born or first generation Americans.
social

backgrounds

are

thrown

together into

The typical American city,

therefore,

social

People of diverse
contact.

does not consist of a homo-

geneous body of citizens, but of human beings with the most diverse
‘°. eultural backgrounds,:often speaking different languages, :
- @ great variety of customs
habituated to different modes: ard stan-

dards of living, and sharing only in varying degrees the tas.
beliefs and the ideals. of their native fellow city. duellers «:
_
farm

The predominance. of women in the city stands
areas

where

men are a “majority.

in sharp contrast

s the
to

Yet in the city the proportion of

men that are married is higher than in the country, while the reverse
is
true of women.

Because of the migration away from farms among youths in

their late teens, cities tend to have more adults and fewer children

“Ane

tewart Queen and Louis

oe ae United States, (Hew York

Thomas, The City,

a stu

Motraw-Hil1 Book Coss 1939)y

of Urban
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303e
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ee

_Proportionately. This is also explained by the fact that untdl: recently
_ the crude birth and death rates have been higher.
“to

spend upon

rural

areas: ‘for their

“The iupersonalisation

Cities have alweys had

survival.

of social relations

is another mark

Of: ‘the att

i oftrade ‘is regulated by a money econouy in which twansactions’ 2

_ By ite Very nature it stresties intellect rather than enotion..
‘manshiip is interested in selling a product, not in the"ase_ to
“ten will be put.

At the same time

of

the incredsé

gives thi

dich the
individual

Says

:

ee a greater sense of freedom.
.- Because

this money eoonoaiy

d

Econtacta

in a notropoliten “area,

the indi-

“yiiduall 4s lost sight of fo! the most part. ‘The urban dweller: substitutes
a list of social stereotypa. In the rush of city life, he wFecognizes a
person
= _ Preis

as a SmiLioman,"

a mbootbLack,"

a "banker,"

hin objectively in terms: ‘of the role
Ry eu

Much of. the supposed cocinéee

é by the: barriers to

a tuinister.™

He inter-

to which he has. aseigned hime

and hardness of the oity’ is -sveounted for

eee which arise fron this fact.
— Associations

fe

5 There is an increase Of/se
Plystoally

m the others

Es

close in crows,

audiences, and lines, yak. foror the Angivianad

exist almost a, an ‘abstraction,

Other people become as mich

part of the surroundings) as the bus, subway or department store.
is further encouraged by the ‘secondary means

ts

of communications the new-

Couper) redio and telephone: This being in the midst of people and yet
not able to share with then the joy, fear or plans of tintiday tenet

gists op. Cites P

3

61
make: more
with: the

utilitarian
rural

even: those

more personal

area in which more

contacts

contacts. Contrast this

are with

with which memories, plans and dreams are shared.
“these impersonal
‘4s enforced

contacts,

by custom

a formal

the prinsry ‘eroup,

In order to regulate

pattern of conduct

is developed which

and legislation.

Thus we have the anomalous ‘situation of great social Alstance
fe

million

people Living in

a cirounscribed area.’per

While

the

fred

has great spacial distance,’ it has great proximity in the epi
human ‘associations.

citys

area

ie ite.

“First impression" and "front* are oncouraged in the

One is constantly in crowds

made up of people of differen

ethnic’ and religious backgrounds ‘from onele omn. The pattems
are determined by these matters: of income,
fo overcone

among

the. effects

of secondary

social,

‘a city

education and race.
contacts and

social distance,

people of like interests sock companionship in various voluntary, aabociations.

In the city they are really more important socially. aoe ‘Person

“than the neighborhood in which he lives.
religious, political,
- or even anti-social

recreational,

These groups may be vocational,

educational,

gangs.

:

The rapid growth of these: sssostational

cultural, civic,: fraternal
P Sab pies

groups has led to the distor

tion that all Americans are "joiners." Some of

the early studies ‘which

surveyed the upper and middle classes supported

this conclusion.

In a

wuch quoted study of the social participation of over two thousand adults
in New York City, Komarovaky found that a large proportion had no single
iF

Tl,

E. Park,

‘evoaroh, vitts

"The ease

of Social Distances” So sole

(lay 192k)» Pps 33

a

Social
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" group affiliation!
15 (except possibly for church nenbership,. which was
not counted

the lower
ized

in this

classes,

groups were

without

study as

the re
found.

population,

was

fifty-three

cents for professional
percentages

were

cent of those

per

few affiliations with organ

corresponding

cent;

for business

per

‘women.

cent of

in business,

the

sixty per cont. were,

figure

for white-collar

men, thirty-three

men, “terenty-one per cent.

higher for

sixty~three

Particularly among

Among pale manual workers

group affiliation. - the

; = workers

women,

“group affiliation"),

For the inost

Bighty-elght per cent

per

part the

of the ‘working

white-collar workers; ‘fifty-seven per

thirty-nine

per cent of the aaraen and abouk

eighteen per cent of the professional women belonged to no organised
group.

;
This means

the old stereotype of the urban man as one who has broken

elose contact with the primary group to establish contacts for work,
recreation, worship and so on, is incorrect.
have broken
tions

to

down,

but it has

not been replaced

‘the old neighborhood may
by the voluntary

associa-.

the extent usually supposed.

Indeed in all occupational’ classes, male or female, earning under
City's
than professional, that is in the bulk of the
and other0
$3,00

population, the unaffiliated persons constituteda majority. Uon=
Veorsely, 1b iso

wer

and at poco neoe
ized.

ee

classes

; business classes earning 33,000

that the majority

is found

to be organ:

“Warner and Lunt made a statiotical study of associations’
England town of- about 14,090

: Sr
- U6rs.,

ky,

ical Tigris

at _ They classified ths: groups: structurally

Voluntary Associations of. Urban = peaniers,®

Xi, (Decenber 1946), Pe 686-90

Pe 687.

Dijaner and Lunt

ope sits
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as simple-single associations
or miltiple-integrative.

they found four types:

In the first group

(1) groups organized around the whole commnity,

such az the support of a hospitals (2) secret societies, usually affiliated
with national organizations;
=

(3) ethnic associations, often connected. with

an Americanization programs ‘and (4) free-lance groups, such as athletic

clubs.

‘a

Their second group included such groups as Sunday Schools and ministerial

associations,

which were

really subdivisions

of a parent. groupe

They recognised the importance also of informal association or cliques,
those which were not organized on the basis of rules
Such groups

were

found to exercise as much

do more formal associations.

or constitutions.

control over their members as

Their influence was particularly strong

among adolescents.
Uxban Personality Traits
Urbanisation has its effects upon the individual's personality.
want to observe how this milieu has affected his personality.

We

Many of

the observations will deal with factors which are only dudivestiy, results
of urbanization.

- between

Rather thane stressing the direct casual relationship

the two factors, we ‘would rather emphasize the frequent Deeurrence

of the: ‘Pehnomenon together. ‘For, example, when considering ‘the disorganiae aS.“sation. ‘of personality, the. order. of birth is of tmportance As eee

6h
suental: conflict, Emest Re Mowrer shows,
:

ae eiobl ens

ee resolve

is the key which urilocks

of personality disorganization. 118

conflicting elements an

The person attenpts tw.

his personality.

When unsuccessful: this

results in frustration—elther ‘the individual eontittes an: active confit

‘to tiping unity oF he eventullly ¥etreste into’a subjective world
The most important

family.

element in the organization of personslity

“a ‘the

Harriet Re Mowrer describes its dominant role as follows:

It is the function of the dominant role...to bring into wrking

=

accord the other roles within the personality.
Thus the dominant
role makes for consistency and unity within the personality by its
dynamic direction of accommodation....But not only is there an =:
attempt to achieve unity for the present, but also throughout the
Life span of the individual.
This results from the fact that accom

modations

accomplished between the various roles tend to persist and

Secondly,

communal contacts

to furnish the basic patterns for future adjustzents between roles119

negating

the role achieved in the family.

by specialization,
-To

this

must be viewed as

the

within any personality.

or

The metropolis: is characterised

mobilitys. professionalism,

individual must adjust.

ee confimning

anonymity and disintegration.

In adjusting,

conflict is inevitable

Whenever any new element confronts the. established

‘pattern of habit responses,

gocoumodation must take places the

win

mst

“either choose between the co ‘alternatives confronting it or a coupronise

: must. be made.

These are easily

made in situations where the eleaents are

= 4 of Little basic importance.

ee ee‘W9perrict
t

Discord,

Rosenthal xMowrer,

(New Yorks American ie
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_ by the individual. tose
eee UE DLOSELY SOO

the public world of their group menhership are tie best

On the other

integrated.
scaenes

who are able to pattern their private: worlds

those who comme integrate are’ Judged.

ee

i

Robert’ Faris
. ship between

and Warren Toihen

certain mental

followed

a the. velation-

disorders and the area of the

they are found. 120 They reasoned
poelas that

have attenpted to.

elty tn’ whtoh

from the necessity of communication.

commnication. is: essential in: retaining mental health,

o

that any effect: of urbanization which hindered communication

would also negatively influence mental
more precarious

in an eres, in. which

adjustment.
there

Life conditions become

is excessive heterogencity and

horizontal mobility. qheir: findings did show a concentration. of mental,
cleordars
‘every

near the center of. the clty.

It should be adiady however

disease showed its own: distinctive pattern.

aoat

A word of warning

should be added lest an entirely’ casual interpretation be given their
findings.

i

Since, then, our

os

ae

nervous eyateus vary. greatly and are capsble

of 8

wide range of integrative action,
to urban life could zeont i

it follows that no uniform adjustuent

“though

there is no “urban personality,"

Pate? certain traite which occur ‘regularly in urban peorle.

Person has traite which

there

Certainly each

are unique to hin, but there are certain traita

_ Which he shares with the larger group.
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eS epee

Anderson outlines the following as "urban personality traiteyn22l
Motility:. motor characteristics,
trol, steadiness, skill, etc.

(x) Hyperkinetics

such

as speed, smptateee

con=

easily stimulated low action threshold,. pe

(=) Hypokinetic: stimilated with difficulty; high action threshold.

(x) Impulsion: vigorous positive tendency to action.

:

(=) Inhibition: tendency to block motor impulses.
(x) Tenacity: persistence of activity in certain line.
(x) Skill: manner of execution based upon coordination and motor.
control.

(x) Style: individuality of execution.
the subjective

Temperements:
emotional

a

side of personality;

(x) Emotional, frequency and changes

é

feeling and pace Tare

rapid succession of moods or

states.

(x) Emotional. breadth: range and variety of objects of emotion.

(+)
(x)

Characteristic mood: more or less permanent mood of gloominess,
cheerfulness, etc.
Emotional attitude: definite set toward suspiciousness, sclf=
depreciation, cynicism, snobbery, etc.

Sel{-expression:

trends

of behavior resulting

attitudes toward self, others, reality, etc.

K
e
=

(x) Drive:

a

from special

apres

group of habits which acquire compelling power ‘and which

control other habit systems in individual developments special

focus for individual's life.

(x)

Extroversion:

objective,

=

unrepressed, insensitive.

-

“

(#) Introversion: attention to self, subjective, imaginative. (%) Insight: to act from clear motives; to view oneself as others
would if his nature were fully revealed.

se

tendency to. dominate, to exercise power.
tendency to submit, to play inferior role

2) Expansions: tendency to make all behavior personal...
%) Reclusion: tendency: ‘to keep personality in background.
Socialitys susceptibility

of the individual

to influence of: society.

- (x) Susceptibility to-social stimlation: sensitiveness to seeks
stimilis

tendency: toward socialization.

oe (#) Socialization: active social. participations

"* (#) (Characters parsons *y viewed in the light of social. justices)
wi

ves

a
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a

In a recent study of personality

adjustment,

a group of more 5 than

twelve hundred third and sixth grade children from farns, villages and~
é

a

urban homes were compared. 122

It was found that the farm children rated

85 higher in every component of personality adjustment except one whlch
3
related

to a sense of personal,

freedom—-and

even in this the fara “young—

sters Were on a per with those from the city.

se ge

Farm children differed favorably from city children in- “a nunber of
ways.
sonal

They were more self-reliant, they had a greater sense of per
worth, a greater sense of belonging, greater freedom from-

withdrawing
dence

tendencies

community relations.
sense

and nervous symptoms.

of greater social. skills
of personal

Also they showed evi-

and rated superior

in school ‘and

They failed to show any superiority in their

freedom and in their adjustment in social stony

dards or in freedom from anti-social tendencies.123

fos

In the section of the study in patos the poacher, ranked the student
according

to mental health,

farm children as "normal,
of the study,

students.
judgments.

students

they tended to
healthy,

themselves

hand,

wholesome persons.”

In the third part

recorded their observations of fellow

The proportion

of children of superior personality was

there was little

and lowest among city children.

significant

difference

as very poorly adjusted as to their home area.

among those

highest

On the
classified

About one in each five or

'

Yes

six were in this category.t2k

*

ee

:

farm children above. non

Here again farm children received relatively fewer adverse i

among farm and village children,
other

ek

wee,

eee

'
‘Ae R. Hangus,

"Personality Adjustment of Rural

and Urban Children, u

herican Sociological. Review,
Review, XIII, (Getober 1918)» ppe 66-15.
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‘A follow-up stady {indicates that since 19)6, when the. original

ee study was made,

the average level of personality adjustment has risen

zs anong. city children but has not improved much

among

the rural. chalaren:

a:

:

P|

a

iin

s

Adjustment to the City

os One
urban

*~

of the most certain ways

commmity upon personality

es

one can determine
is

to study

the impact of the

the adjustment which nigrants

\ qmst make when they move from a rural to an urban area.

One of the best

studies of this type was made of Ozaricians who moved into St. Louis.125.
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Elsie C. Husemann used a case study approach in this thesis. The actual

" material which came from these interviews tends to be more’ penetrating
than many more

statistical

studies.

Most of the fanilics, she found, had left the Ozarks because of economic conditions resulting from crop failure, low income or nerely because

they felt that life in the city would be easier. When they did arrive
in
the city, they reported that they wore so worried and confused in just
trying

to subsist

that they. were oblivious

to everything

It was easier for the men when they once found employment;
described

their

first weeks

in terms

of sheer

desperation:

else about

them.

but the women
“3

Long hours couped up with a group of children, who had been accus=
tomed to spending most of their time outside, was far from pleasant.
The mothers were too frightened to allow then to leave the crowded
The smoke and dirt were stifling and the noise confusing.
rooms.
Lonesomeness, homesickness, and futile attenpts fo néke friends with

the neighbors....marked the efforts to adjust.12

os

The same difficulty initially experienced by the children in adjusting
to school. was

found when they encountered the church in the oxtye: The

majority of the families had attended clurch regulerly before they left
the country.

1B

sie

Many of their leisure time interests were religious in natures

C. Husemann, "The Adjustment of Rural Families in Saint .

Louis," an unpublished Master's Thesis, Department of Social Work, Wash-

ington University, St. Lowisy Hoes (1932).
26rd,
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: The
:

group was

the

Baptist
The

exclusively Protestant,

*

the greater part of then bang

of

denomination.

church

has been

. and they go

the center

to it, thinking

of their social life

in’ ‘the mints.

here to fill the void of which they

—

are but half conscious only to find that ttheir church! dn:the
~
country, although of the same denomination, has little:in Cpamont

with the city sister church....thelr very appearance makes . then
feel conspicuous and ill at ease....Only in two instances did = -

:

“

families of this group contime to attend. the denominational church

of their choice....The: reasons
at hone!

fitten'

if
city

or that the church was

is of note

failed,

migrants

expressed

"couldn't dress.

to be more

the regular
successfil.

churches, of
lost

their appreciation for the missions? aid.

the nusic,

cases,

tended

that they

however,

singing,

refused

2

the

of the
“They

enjoyed

and the fact that everyone seemed

the parents

-«

*too cold for poor folks.!127

that in nost cases where

the missions

particularly

In some

given were that they. 'did not feel

in the churches ‘in the city,

friendly.

go.

to let their ohtlazen

E
i
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is higher rate of nobility and hence "considerable disintegration

t

rey

cs habits. and standards
“generation

-

were be

tended to hold on

the chidrens

i
-to

however, felt strony the conflict.

ks thay
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The control of. his: old group was grace relaked

¥ ‘controls.

Was ew aenvironments. Asa:

#lrpid., pp. 112-13.

¥estlty "they fell. into delinanenor
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their gmardl dissatisfaction in the area can be sess from their

> freapent ‘woving. 128
Sare

s

ye

Analysis

ey

It is doubtful whether big cities have ever been ‘foci of » eaeilage
tion in the sense that in them there has arisen the ideal of a man
well and truly developed asa spiritual personality; today, at any
rate, the condition of- things is such that true civilization needs

s
;

inhatitete

inhabitants.

|

fee

2

genet aoe

all gone

:
sa

The Christian sees man as being without God.
.

a

inside, thay are al? -together

He sees that "they

becous: fil thy; there

are

is none that

doeth goods no not one,t230 ‘Even more, he sees the man without ‘God under
the active domination of Satan.

The

creatureliness

ut

with

all inmans;

Christian man recognizes his: common
he also recognizes

a gulf: between

eae

ON ear

The church is in the world but not of the world. It gees ‘meni:

divided as either for or against Christy Zts job is not merely

_

.

rect

Atael¢ from the hostility of the world, byt to actively oppose. he world
. by winning tien individually to its side. Its weapons in this
*:, glvese = "Not by might, norb ;: ‘power, but by my spirit, saith

hasta 2232

=

Against the masa 1mitertelion of the world the chur

‘fights .

; with the Spirit.
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‘Zhe church's confronting of men, however, does not take place ina

vacuum.

Millions of persons: whom the church must meet are Living: in urban

-". areas. Many of thom have become not only men without God, but virtually
men without humanity.133
backgrounds

They live in cities among people of different

for whom they care nothings

Daily they mect thousands

-tnman beings {nan impersondl,” mechanical. way.

obstacles to be avoided.

gE natural

People bevone

of.

80 many

courtesy which develops from interest,
The very inhumanity

of

ee

and concern for another gradually disappears.

is lost sight of as gradually such action is considered ©

ae

ee

their actions
urbane

and sophisticated.

Where

private

once

the individual was

responsible,

agency has assumed control.

He must adjust

.

In this great complex the individual

to this inhuman world.

Children a these

ee

feels alone.

now the state or some

surroundings

do ot

sonal worths

they are nervous: and withdrawing.

make

this

feel. self-reliant.

tremendous adjus taent}

They do not ae

the city puts

‘Though the city. has many organteations

a sense of per=

Some are never able to
them into institutions}

of every. imaginable ‘types.

= most people do not belong to then. the fanily is breaking dome: The.
= “tid ghborhood is breaking down. But so far; the sverage man has ‘aothing

Ss

tet take their places, He 4s Joriely and bewildered. How hard it is to
“ become ‘accustomed to such

ona be: meen'iin tis cases of tose who

ite

“alte toa, but basically hay felt lost.
a

hito such areas dod has placed churches.

a2 the world has infiltrated then.

lmy are
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Many of thea have. failed
strictly for « epovtal spciel

12
-or racial
ties.

class.

But others are standing as powerhouses in their: communi

. They are witnessing to a new life in God.

They are calling men to

"Aft their eyes from the sordid
and selfish to God. they. are vitelly
‘concerned with the individual.
his mental.

sluggishness,

and his

‘They are interested in his overstrainy,
fears;

impersonality and inhumanity of the city,
freedom through Christ.

In complete opposition to the

they call people to opiritad,
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Ye have considered the ‘problens
function of the church.

of urbanization as they artect

the

our interest was not in urban phenomenon per se

but rather in the effects of urbanization on the personal relations in a
city.

Since the church is working in urban areas to an increasing degree,

it must be aware

of distinctively urban problems.

;

In the first section we saw the effects of urbanisation one
tional relationships.

In particular we noted that large seale machine

technology does not recognise the individual personelity.
physical fatigue which afflicts
eance in vigw

Pe

of the total “Jobs

It is not nerely

the urban worker but a sense of. insigaifi~
Unemployment and ciatinetively opoupe-

tonal hesards decremse the security of the worker.

recreational facilities, both in ‘community agencies for recreation and in
.

commercialized recreation.

for the church.

nie ‘latter in particular poses many probes

In a more “thorough way we viewed the. influences: of moving

Th
ee.

_. pletures.
to

In conclusion,

:

we looked at the relationship of einqueney

recreation.

‘the last section looked specifically at the relationships
j

in an urban commnity.

r

to a point

,

found to be prevalent among the: professional and wealthier classes, the

F

majority of the manual workers did not belong to outside groups.

:

effects

:

of children and adults.

of rudeness.

of urbanization

‘They: were
Although

found

to be brief

encountered

associations

and impersonal,

often

with organisations were

‘The -

on personality adjustment were seen in the case

Finally we atteupted to show the difficulties

encountered by a rural family moving into an urban area.

In all areas

we met an underlying illness which the church must meet with penetrating

understanding and a vital concern for people.
The Christian conception of the Church's social consciousness rests

on the intimate relation between the individual and the commnity.

_ Christian sees his a
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